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Résume 

 

L'importance de la coopération entre secteurs a été admise officiellement pour la première 

fois à la conférence mondiale des Nations Unis à Rio de Janeiro en 1992. A la conférence, 

dont les sujets étaient l'environnement et le développement, un appel a été fait au secteur 

public, privé et civil afin qu'ils se réunissent pour obtenir un développement stable. 

 

En ce qui concerne le développement culturel, la coopération du secteur privé et civil est de 

plus en plus soulignée. Cette sorte de partenariat peut être utile pour les deux parties ainsi que 

pour la communauté. La partie concrète de cette coopération dont les possibilités vont être 

étudiées dans cette thèse est fondée sur le niveau local, sur le niveau de petites villes et 

communes en Serbie. Plus précisément, je vais faire la recherche des possibilités sous 

lesquelles le secteur privé peut devenir un partenaire actif de petites organisations civiles de 

société pour obtenir le développement culturel dans les communes locales. 

 

Dans les petites villes de Serbie, il existe un manque évident d'offre culturelle. Cette offre est 

réduite à un répertoire suranné des institutions culturelles, de temps en temps des soirées 

littéraires et des pièces de théâtre. Même cela n'est pas présent dans toutes les villes ! 

 

Ce phénomène se reflète directement sur les jeunes dans les petites villes. A cause du manque 

d'activité et de la possibilité de passer son temps libre de façon constructive les jeunes le 

passent sans activité, en délinquance et en consumant des drogues. Cela n'est valable que 

pour le petit nombre de jeunes qui décident d'y rester. La plupart déménagent dans de grandes 

villes, le plus souvent à Belgrade. La migration des jeunes résulte le vieillissement de la 

population. D'après le recensement de la population, le pourcentage de jeunes entre 15 et 30 

ans, dans les petites communes est de 20% à 30%, en comptant les jeunes qui y sont encore 

recensés même s'ils n'y vivent plus. S'il existe des essaies de création d'activité pour la 

jeunesse, ils proviennent du secteur civil : groupes culturels non formels et associations des 

citoyens. 

 

Tout cela parce que l'administration locale n'est pas intéressée par les questions culturelles, 

surtout par les initiatives des groupes culturels non formels et des  associations. La politique 

culturelle en Serbie n'est pas développée, surtout dans les petites villes où elle fait partie du 

Secrétariat social, de l'éducation et de la science. Ainsi elle est mise en second plan. 
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Jusqu'à présent les projets du secteur civil étaient financés par les Fondations étrangères. 

Maintenant ces Fondations ont d'autres priorités et se retirent peu à peu de la Serbie. Dans 

cette situation le secteur civil sera abandonné à lui-même sauf si la coopération entre celui-ci 

et le secteur privé ne se fasse par le développement de sponsoring et de philanthropie 

corporative. 

 

Donc, l'hypothèse principale de cette thèse serait : le secteur privé peut donner une 

contribution très importante au développement des groupes culturels indépendants et de leurs 

projets au niveau local. Autrement dit, cette thèse va examiner, expliquer et interpréter les 

possibilités de coopération entre le secteur privé et civil, dans le sens du développement du 

potentiel des groupes culturels indépendants au niveau local. 

 

Pour affirmer cette hypothèse, plusieurs aspects importants de cette coopération potentielle 

vont être examinés : du sponsoring et de ses mécanismes  à la  philanthropie corporative. 

D'autre part sera effectué un examen complémentaire des positions et des caractéristiques du 

secteur civil et de ses possibilités existantes et à venir pour le fundraising. Dans l'intention 

d'analyser la situation, des études sont faites sur le cas du programme de donations « 

Centrifuga », fondé par la banque Erste et du Fonds Balkanique pour les initiatives locales. 

Ce programme est pris comme un exemple de bonne pratique qui peut donner des idées au 

futur partenariat entre le secteur civil et privé. Je vais prendre aussi en considération deux 

prix pour la philanthropie corporative « Virtus » et les prix pour le partenariat stratégique de 

l'art et du bisness, sachant que les prix sont un stimulant positif pour l'investissement du 

secteur d'affaires dans la culture. 

 

Avant d'examiner la position du secteur civil, ses caractéristiques et les possibilités de 

coopération, il est nécessaire de souligner la responsabilité du secteur public pour construire 

les coopérations entre secteurs : création d'une base positive pour la coopération et indiquer 

quelques caractéristiques générales des trois secteurs qui se rapportent à cette coopération. 

Pour que la politique culturelle soit plus démocratique, il est indispensable que les trois 

secteurs soient présents, que la politique soit « partagée » avec les caractéristiques de 

transparence et la possibilité d'être le catalyseur des activités en accord avec la politique 

publique. 
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En ce qui concerne le rôle de la société civile et de son contexte historique en Serbie, une 

représentation est faite du développement de la société civile de la fin du XIX siècle au début 

du XX à nos jours. Les premières formes du secteur civil étaient sous le patronage de l'église 

et pratiquait plutôt des activités humanitaires et éducatives. Pendant la période du 

communisme, à cause de la nationalisation, plusieurs fondations ont été supprimées et les 

activités du secteur civil ont été surveillées si bien que leur engagement était réduit à des 

sociétés d'amateurs, des associations sportives et des sociétés professionnelles. En établissant 

le système de multipartisme dans les années 80 la société civile a commencé son 

développement. Dans les années 90 le nombre d'organisations de société civile a augmenté 

rapidement comme réaction aux circonstances de guerre  et de la crise socio-économique du 

pays. La focalisation était sur les droits de l'homme, sur les activités anti-guerre et 

humanitaires. Mais à ce moment là commence aussi le développement des organisations 

importantes sur le plan culturel, comme par exemple le « Centre pour la décontamination 

culturelle ». De l'an 2000 à nos jours, la société civile élargit ses activités en développant ses 

capacités de management et de marketing, en améliorant la coopération internationale, ayant 

influence sur plusieurs sujets importants d'intérêts publics. 

 

Le financement du secteur civil doit être fait par l'appui du secteur public, des fondations 

étrangères, réussir à s'entretenir et évidemment le support du secteur privé. 

 

Dans la suite du texte, on discute du rôle du secteur privé dans la société et du concept de 

gestion sociale responsable qui commence de se développer parmi les représentants du 

bisness en Serbie. On souligne la nécessité  du développement de la gestion sociale 

responsable pour mieux positionner les entreprises sur le marché. Les avantages et les 

motivations sont donnés pour accepter ce concept dans la politique de gestion des entreprises. 

 

On a aussi examiné la situation de la gestion sociale responsable en Serbie grâce aux résultats 

d'une recherche faite par « SmartKolektiva ». Les principes fondamentaux du sponsoring sont 

donnés en soulignant premièrement le sponsoring comme un rapport contractuel  en voulant 

éviter la confusion d'égaliser le sponsoring avec la  philanthropie corporative. Ensuite se 

trouvent les positions et les expériences précédentes des institutions et organisations 

culturelles avec le sponsoring  ainsi que les exemples de bonnes pratiques. 

 

Le sujet de la  philanthropie corporative est mentionné avec plus de détails, en partie dans son 
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contexte historique, de ses débuts aux premières formes de fondation faites par les riches 

hommes d'affaires du XIX et XX siècle avec la focalisation sur la culture, ensuite par son 

introduction dans les compagnies d'aujourd'hui et son état de nos jours  et de ses perspectives 

en interrogeant l'opinion public par BCIF et à la fin sont donnés les exemples de bonnes 

pratiques d'investissement corporatif dans la culture. 

Dans les analyses de la situation faites par le programme « Centrifuga », d'après les rapports 

reçus par BCIF, les analyses des questionnaires remis aux groupes culturels non formels  et 

aux associations qui ont reçu des donations, on peut conclure que : 

 

• Il existe un fort besoin pour ce genre de programme et ce type d'appui.  

• L'appui du secteur privé améliore la reconnaissance du groupe entre le public, entre les 

autres acteurs dans la culture ainsi que dans les médias. 

• L'appui d'un représentant important du secteur privé donne plus de crédibilité aux groupes 

pour une coopération future avec le bisness. 

• Cette sorte de programme a un effet éducatif important. On apprend à faire des projets de 

management et d'organiser des activités culturelles. 

• Cette coopération améliore la communication et la création de futurs partenaires avec tous 

les secteurs. 

 

Cependant il faut dire que les effets positifs de ce programme sont réalisables seulement si les 

groupes indépendants et les associations  font des efforts pour que leurs expériences soient 

impliquées dans le pratique. 

Après avoir examiné les prix Bizart et Virtus comme exemple d'instrument incitatif de la 

politique culturelle, quelques propositions de mesure de la politique culturelle ont été 

données afin d'initier la coopération du secteur privé et civil : 

 

ADOPTER UNE LOI-CADRE POSITIVE : allègements fiscaux pour les donations dans le 

domaine de la culture qui existe dans une forme rudimentaire mais qui a peu d'influence sur 

le secteur privé. On mentionne les exemples de bonnes pratiques des pays européens et de 

leur loi-cadre incitative. D'après le projet de la nouvelle loi sur la culture, les allègements 

fiscaux sont prévus, mais la loi attend toujours la décision de l'assemblée. 

 

MESURES EDUCATIVES : élever la conscience du public sur l'importance de la 

coopération du secteur privé et civil, entreprendre des mesures pour la formation des 
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capacités des groupes indépendants culturels et des représentants du secteur privé, comme 

sont les petites et grandes entreprises, pour développer la coopération par des séminaires 

éducatifs et des entraînements. 

 

FORTIFIER LA COMMUNICATION ET LES LIAISONS : pour surmonter les conflits 

d'intérêts entre le secteur privé et civil par débat incitatif, stimuler l'échange d'expérience et 

de bons ou mauvais exemples dans le pratique. En ce qui concerne les liaisons, l'importance 

de la connexion est soulignée pour le secteur civil afin de mieux apprendre et de mieux 

échanger les expériences ainsi que les initions différentes pour obtenir la diversité et le 

dynamisme de coopération et les activités qui en proviennent. 
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Abstract 

 
The aim of thesis is to explore the opportunities for developing the private-civil partnerships and 

the ways in which private sector can contribute to the work of independent art groups in small 

towns in Serbia. The thesis will introduce the mechanisms of this partnership and ideally it will 

present a platform for both private and civil sector as well as policy makers to take a proactive 

stand in advancing this type of cooperation.      

In this thesis several important aspects of this potential cooperation is examined, starting from 

the position and characteristics of civil sector, most importantly independent art groups, and 

their ways of financing their activities. Apart from this the insight into forms of private sector 

support  from sponsorship and its mechanisms to corporate philanthropy which is only recently 

being revived after the long period of social and economic turmoil. By assuming that recently 

developed program of corporate philanthropy helping cultural decentralization Centrifuga, as an 

example of good practice, can provide an idea how to achieve stable cooperation between 

private and civil sector it is used as a case study, in order to test its implications and 

mechanisms. Furthermore, I reflect on two existing awards for corporate philanthropy Virtus 

and for strategic partnership between business and arts Bizart, given the fact that it is the 

positive tool for stimulating business investment in arts.    

To wrap up the whole thesis the policy recommendations are suggested which could contribute 

to creating a positive environment for further development of the partnership between private 

and civil sector in Serbia.  
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I      Introduction 

 
The issue of cross-sector cooperation, and especially that of cooperation between civil and 

private sector has been repeatedly brought to attention over the past few years as  means towards 

making an effective and sustainable partnership that can bring mutual contribution to all sides as 

well as to the community. My personal interest in this subject comes from observation of work of 

informal art groups in my birth town Uzice and their struggle to find partners, resources and 

other means of support for their cultural actions. Given the fact that local self government in 

Uzice as well as in other municipalities in Serbia marginalizes culture in comparison to other 

issues, I have therefore decided to explore the possibilities of making private sector an active 

partner of minor civil organizations toward obtaining cultural development in local communities.  

 

Cultural life in small towns is very poor, the offer is limited to cultural institutions which in 

most cases provide very dull and obsolete repertoire which regard the scarce audience they have 

merely as passive recipients. In best cases the content is narrowed down to exhibitions, literary 

readings, theatre performances, but some cities do not even have that. Because of such situation 

the young people do not have much choice for spending their free time. Consequently, this 

results in migration of young people to large cities due to lack of content in their birth towns. 

Thus, the population of these towns is growing older. According to the 2002 Census, Serbia 

ranks among the ten countries with the oldest population in the world: there were 1 million 

young people aged 15 to 24 years, and their share in the total population was just 13.4%.1. The 

small number of young that are forced or choose to stay in their respective communities are 

increasingly prone to using psycho-active substances in order to escape reality. One of the ways 

of tackling this growing problem is advancing opportunities for quality free time for the young 

which is listed among the strategic goals of National Strategy for the Young.2 The driving force 

of innovation in content of cultural life in small towns have so far been civil organizations-

NGOs, citizen assemblies and independent art groups. 

 

Majority of now successful non-governmental organizations which are advocating and 

contributing to cultural development of Serbia have  grown from independent art groups, 

whether they were informal, alternative or protest groups. The independent art groups are vital 

                                                
1 http://www.srbija.sr.gov.yu/, accessed in September, 2008 
2 Nacionalna strategija za mlade, Sluzbeni glasnik  RS, 2008 
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part of civil sector given the fact that they reflect the needs mostly of young, creative people 

which will form a base of society in future.  They also prove as a valuable trigger of innovative 

cultural production and cultural activism, but nevertheless their actions are usually of short 

breath and rarely become regular activities. The main reasons for such occurrence is lack of 

interest and support by representatives of other two sectors- private and public. Without the 

cross-sector cooperation the chances of strengthening the capacities towards sustainable 

development of minor art groups within   civil sector are diminished. With better cooperation 

this part of the civil sector can have better diversification of resources to fulfill their mission in 

cultural development, but more importantly this process could stimulate lasting partnerships 

joined toward achieving mutual goals. 

 

The particular reason for narrowing this subject to the local level lies in the fact that the 

everlasting struggle of art groups to find resources and partners for their actions is intensified in 

small towns of Serbia. In ideal circumstances public sector should finance the activities of the 

civil sector from the public funds and in return civil sector should deliver certain services in the 

cases where their responsibilities overlap.  However, this is not the case due to the 

underdeveloped cultural policy considering local self-government and negligence of the public 

sector towards initiatives within the civil sector. In terms of cultural policy, in the majority of 

municipalities in Serbia culture is the part of wider agenda of the Secretary for Social Actions 

along with education and science and even as such they do not have enough authority, nor 

competence to bring local strategies of development.3 This is all indicative of the lack of 

involvement of local governmental bodies in cultural development. Local cultural policy 

concerns mainly maintenance of existing cultural infrastructure and offers no opportunities for 

employment in cultural field. Furthermore, there is noticeable negligence of cultural heritage 

and no support for contemporary program.  The shortage of alternative and contemporary art 

practices is from time to time compensated by activities within the civil sector. However their 

impact is not so visible due to many problems such as, for instance, lack of continuity of their 

actions which inevitably goes back to the problem of lack of resources. The fact that the 

numerous problems civil sector encounters are not only due to external factors must not be 

neglected. That is, many problems come from lack of managerial competency and strategy 

within the organizations themselves. However, with forming partnerships with private sector the 

                                                
3 Đukić-Dojčinović, Vesna, Tranzicione kulturne politike-konfuzije i dileme, Zadužbina Andrejević, 2003 
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results and efficiency of independent art groups could be enhanced through joint knowledge, 

expertise and resources.  . 

 

Due to general disinterest of local self-government and their reluctance to acknowledge culture 

as important tool for socio-economic development, the independent art groups are forced to look 

for resources elsewhere. So far the main source of financial support for the civil sector was 

foreign foundations. However, there is general tendency among foundations to retreat their 

funds or reorient their priorities and even though Serbia still has significant support, the funds 

are slowly withdrawing. The best alternative would be to strengthen the cooperation between 

private and civil sector through sponsorship and means of corporate philanthropy. This aspect of 

cross-sector cooperation has been given the least attention and has only recently started to 

develop in Serbia, even though it has become a common practice in many countries.  

 

Therefore the main research question of this thesis would be “To which extent can private 

sector contribute to the development of independent art groups operating in small towns of 

Serbia?”  Towards answering the research question several important aspects of this potential 

cooperation will be examined from sponsorship and its mechanisms to corporate philanthropy 

which is only recently being revived after the long period of social and economic turmoil. On 

the other hand I will further examine the position and characteristics of civil sector, most 

importantly independent art groups, and their existing and  future fundraising opportunities .By 

assuming that recently developed program of corporate philanthropy helping cultural 

decentralization Centrifuga, as an example of good practice, can provide an idea how to achieve  

stable  cooperation between private and civil sector I will use it as a case study, in order to test 

its implications and mechanisms. Furthermore, I will reflect on two existing awards for 

corporate philanthropy Virtus and for strategic partnership between business and arts Bizart, 

given the fact that it is the positive tool for stimulating business investment in arts. 

 

 

The aim of this research is to explore the contribution that private sector has, or might 

have on the development of civil sector, especially independent art groups. The thesis aims 

to introduce the mechanisms of private-civil partnership and emphasize its importance towards  

achieving cultural development. As such, it would, ideally, empower the representatives of both 

private and civil sector as well as policy makers to take a proactive stand in advancing this type 

of cooperation.         
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Some of the specific objectives of this research are: 

• To promote importance of partnership between private and civil sector 

• To define possible advantages and obstacles in this partnership 

• To define recommendations for achieving the optimal cooperation between private and civil 

sector 
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II Theoretical Framework and Hypothesis-Key Notions of Research 
  

The concept of cross-sector cooperation was fully acknowledged at the World Summit in 

Rio De Janeiro- United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) 

appealing for all governments, representatives of civil and private to join in order to 

effectively work towards   reaching the goals of sustainable development. This concept was 

reaffirmed on the next World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg in 2002. 

Furthermore European Council has established partnership as one of the pre-conditions for 

obtaining pre-accession and structural funds. 

In the essence of cross-sector cooperation is the alliance between all three sectors (public, 

civil and private) towards pursuing goals of common interest. 

“Hypothesis underpinning a partnership approach is that only with comprehensive and 

widespread cross-sector collaboration can we ensure that sustainable development initiatives 

are imaginative, coherent and integrated enough to tackle the most intractable problems.”4 

Consequently, cross-sector cooperation optimizes the effectiveness of different partners’ 

competencies and resources. 

 

When the social aspect of these collaborations is taken into consideration, this concept can be 

referred to as new social partnerships. 

Although there are different definitions of cross-sector cooperation and those are often in 

collision with the term partnership, the key elements that constitute the concept are: 

-mutual aim 

-mutual engagement 

-division of risks, responsibilities, abilities, resources and interests.5 

 

Cross-sector cooperation is conducted between at least two of three existing sectors which 

are: 

Public sector (sometimes referred to as first sector) is portion of society concerned with 

providing basic government services and which is controlled by national, state or provincial 

and local governments. 

Private sector (second or business sector) is part of nation’s economy that is made up of 

private enterprises and is not controlled by government. 
                                                
4 Tennyson, Ros, The Partnering toolbook, International Business Leaders Forum, 2003. 
5 Jerinic, Jelena, Studija o mogucnostima za medjusektroska partnerstva u Srbiji, SmartKolektiv, Beograd, 2007 
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Civil Sector “is a sphere of institutions, organizations and individuals located between 

family, state and the market in which people participate voluntarily in order to advance 

mutual interests”6 They are operating without any profit and they are not part of  government. 

In cross-sector cooperation perhaps the weakest link in Serbia is that between civil and 

private sector. The core of the problem between these two sectors is lack of mutual 

recognition as a potential future partner. Namely, private sector has a vague idea on civil 

sector and although they have affirmative attitude towards the actions of the third sector, they 

are not regarded as potential partners. On the other hand, civil sector although more keen on 

collaborating with private sector and aware of its developing potentials of cooperation, 

regards the private sector in disengaged manner rather like a sponsor or a donor than potential 

social partner.   

The importance of private sector involvement in social issues is highlighted by the term 

Corporate Social Responsibility or CSR. “Corporate Social Responsibility is permanent 

dedication of the business sector to act according to ethics and to contribute to economic 

development, while at the same time improving the life of its employees, their families,  

community and society in general”7 CSR emerges from the need of companies to achieve 

long-term stability and to give something in return to society. 

 

Corporate philanthropy Corporate philanthropy or corporate giving is the act of 

corporations donating some of their profits, or their resources, to nonprofit organizations. 

Corporate giving is often handled by the corporation, directly, or it may be done through a 

company foundation.8 

 

 

The general hypothesis of this work would be that private sector can be an important 

contributor to development of independent art groups and their projects.  In other 

words, this paper will examine, explain, and interpret the possibilities of the cooperation 

between private and civil sector towards developing potentials of independent art groups on 

local level. 

 

 

                                                
6 http://sh.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dru%C5%A1tvo, accessed in July, 2008 
7 Watt, Richard, Making Good Business Sense, World Business Council for Sustainable Development, 2000 
8 http://nonprofit.about.com/od/glossary/g/corpgiving.html, accessed in July, 2008 
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III Methodological Considerations  
 

In order to answer my research question and test the hypothesis I intend to conduct theoretical 

and empirical research. 

1. Theoretical research 

For this purpose I will use the relevant bibliography, scholarly writings and publications on 

cross-sector cooperation, civil and private sector and CSR. In addition I will use some of the 

already existing researches on partnerships in order to illustrate the current situation in Serbia. 

 

2.  Empirical research 

 Case Study 

The focus of my research will be the case study of program Centrifuga. Choosing Centrifuga 

as a study case was facilitated by the fact that it is the example of corporate philanthropy that 

contributes to the development of civil sector and cultural decentralization. In my research I 

would use both qualitative and quantitative methods: 

Quantitative research will be conducted by means of questionnaire. They will be sent to 

representatives from 5 different independent groups –Sopce from Kragujevac, Undergrad 

from Užice, Pogon from Sombor, Rafinerija from Vrsac and A86+ from Pancevo. The main 

issues that these questionnaires will deal with are: 

 

• Their attitudes and previous experiences with the private sector 

• The motivation of groups to continue with similar activities  

• Their overall opinions on the program Centrifuga 

• The issue of sustainability of the projects ( whether the projects have been included in the 

budget of local municipalities, whether they will become a regular activities) 

• The extent to which it motivated the community and the young people in the community 

 

Qualitative research will be conducted by means of open-ended interview. The interviewees 

will be representatives of Erste bank and BCIF. They would be interviewed on following 

issues: 

• the motivation and the goals of creating this program 

• the extent to which they are satisfied with the outcome of the program, 
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• the importance of partnership of private and civil sector including their partnership 

experience  

 

 Analysis of the written data 

Other data will be gathered by analysis of the written documents provided by BCIF and 

Erste Bank such as: reports from independent art groups, number of applications for the 

program, press clippings. 
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IV Cultural Policy and Responsibility for Development of Cross-sector Partnerships 

 

Cultural policy, overall, concerns dealing with matters of public interest, which are crucial for 

cultural development of one society. Being a country in transition Serbia is somewhere 

between being dependant on old models of cultural policy and developing new ones. 

“Wholesome cultural policy can only exist if the state is ready to provide a suitable influence 

of all three sectors and to reach reconciliation of their interests-those who consider that the 

most important thing is to provide for creation and creative development, as well as those 

who consider that tax payers’ money (i.e. budget) should satisfy the interests of the biggest 

number of citizens”9 

“Cultural policy should be a shared interest of all three sectors, where local responsible 

businesses would see their interest in supporting cultural development not only through 

sponsoring and donations, but through multilevel contracts with educational and cultural 

organizations regarding research, new curriculum development etc. Civil society should 

contribute with elements relevant to wide circles of population, mediating in difficult 

neighborhoods or among socially distant groups. Three key words of the process should be: 

Vision, Responsibility, Action (Energy).”10 

Each of the three sectors can contribute in their own way and with their own values to policy 

making towards cultural development. 

Public Private Civil 

Traditional values  Modern values Social values 

Identity building  Risk orientation Inclusion 

Appreciation of old elites Elitism and leadership Equality 

Institution building  Organization building Movements 

Museums and libraries Enterprises Circles, clubs, NGOs 

Past Future Present 

High standard routine Innovation Social experiment  

Works Product Process 
 
Source of the table: Dragicevic, Sesic, Milena, Shared Policies: The Future of Cultural Development, Dynamics 
of Communication: New Ways and New Actors, Institute for International Relations, Zagreb, 2006, p.107 
 
                                                
9 Dragicevic-Sesic, Milena, Stojkovic, Branimir, Kultura-Menadzment, Animacija, Marketing, Clio, Beograd, 
2007, p.32 
10 Dragicevic Sesic, Milena, Culture as Resource of City Development, Unpublished paper for Council of 
Europe 
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Setting aside the qualities that each of the sectors can bring, it is all futile unless public sector 

shows genuine interest in creating the positive environment for development of cross sector  

partnership. Public sector is, nevertheless, the ultimate decision making body and as such is 

the only one able to trigger changes in this respect. 

 

However, in terms of financing of culture priorities of public sector are reduced to major 

cultural institutions and to activities of national importance, which sets aside project-based 

activities and small-scale or experimental cultural actions. 

“Today legislation and regulatory frameworks are required to balance economic efficiency 

with social and cultural goals. Four models are being pursued in some cases concurrently and 

for different sectors, including: 

 

1) Regulations which reinforce state control 

2) De-regulation leaning toward state withdrawal or decentralization of responsibilities 

3) Legislation providing public-private and other partnerships 

4) Regulations which reinforce market principle 

Such regulations and legislative incentives influence the participation in culture of different 

actors and may encourage or discourage partnerships.”11 

 

In order for the cultural policy to be as democratic as possible it is necessary to involve actors 

from all three sectors, it must not be merely imposed, but created through interactive dialogue 

of parties mentioned. Thus, it needs to be agreed upon, i.e.”shared policy” and as such it 

needs to have following characteristics:  

• Transparency 

• Pro-activeness and fostering innovation  

• Catalytic,  to enable initiation of new projects and ideas  

• Involving other sectors and ideas from different fields 

• Coordinated within government and different levels of public policy  

• Socially inclusive 12 

                                                
11 Cliché, Danielle, Culture, Governance and Regulation, In Recognizing culture, Matarasso, Francois, 
Comedia, 2001, p.25 
12 Dragicevic Sesic, Milena, Shared Policies: The Future of Cultural Development, In :Dynamics of      
Communication: New Ways and New Actors, Institute for International Relations, (Culturelink Joint Publication 
Series, no 10), Zagreb, 2006, p.108 
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So far in Serbia there have been some initiatives to stimulate partnerships between sectors, 

most of them initiated by the representatives of civil sector. In particular, there is one project 

that needs to be pointed out because it deals directly with the partnership between private and 

civil sector. It is the project entitled “Business & NGO” initiated by the NGO SmartKolektiv 

aimed to raise awareness and develop capacities of civil sector to realize partnerships with 

private sector and to better communicate with their stakeholders and target groups. 

Generally speaking, cultural policy needs to reorient its priorities in order to stimulate cross- 

sector partnerships, however if we look at the perspective of local level, that of small towns 

in Serbia situation is much worse and opportunities for cooperation diminished. 

Perhaps one of the starting points of the problem is in the fact that institutions of culture, no 

matter whether they fall under jurisdiction of national, regional or local governments, as well 

as non-governmental organizations and private institutions of culture plan their development 

absolutely independently of each other and as a consequence there is incoherence which 

hinders the achieving of general interest of the society13 

One of the main reasons for that is that local self governments are insufficiently skilled in 

terms of management, creating cultural policy and defining strategic goals. Cultural policy of 

local municipalities is reduced to allocating budget resources, which are insufficient and 

allocated in routine and disengaged manner. 

In ideal circumstances, local self government should be creator of cultural policy that would 

match the general strategic goals of town’s development. Furthermore, cultural institutions 

should develop more entrepreneurial approach, and representatives of private sector should 

recognize and use the cultural potential of the community in order to develop marketing 

strategies and public relations that would be of benefit to them.14 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
13 Dragicevic Sesic, Milena, Kulturni razvoj i prostorni menadzment kulturnih delatnosti, u Javna  i  kulturna 
politika, Magna agenda, Beograd, 2002. 
14 Dojcinovic Djukic, Vesna,  Za regionalizaciju kulturne politike u Srbiji, Zbornik Fakulteta dramskih 
umetnosti br 4, Institut Fakulteta dramskih umetnosti, Beograd,   2000 
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V   The Role of Civil Society in Culture 

 

Before focusing on specific characteristics of civil society operating in culture in Serbia, a 

general outlook on role of civil society in culture will be provided. 

Civil sector is somewhere in between government institutions and private sector. Being non 

profit it is independent of constraints that other two sectors are dealing with and allows 

citizens to take initiatives themselves. Therefore, the institutions of civil sector can pursue 

different goals and engage in all sorts of activities without being oppressed by government 

control or tied by demands of market and competition. 

“They promote the new strongly emphasized principle of democratization of culture, which 

implies active participation in its formation by individuals with initiative. These institutions 

lessen the disproportion in people’s access to culture by caring for the rights of marginalized 

social groups. Finally, these institutions use many sources of financing, both public and 

private at the same time and thus create more opportunities for non-typical cultural projects to 

be implemented.”15 

The institutions which can be classified under third sector are: 

-associations 

-foundations 

-private non-profit organizations providing cultural goods and services (which can be also 

called providing institutions). In Serbia the government does not recognize the non-profit 

status of these institutions and they are regarded as commercial enterprises, and due to that 

fact they are not eligible for any benefits of tax deductions. This fact naturally hinders their 

development. 

-churches and religious groups 

-interest groups, e.g., political parties and trade unions  

The independent art groups even though they are not directly listed are either registered as 

associations or choose to be informal art groups. 

 

 

 

 

                                                
15  Ilczuk, Dorota, Cultural Citizenship, Boekmanstudies, Amsterdam, 2001, p.21 
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5.1 Historical Context of Civil Society in Serbia 

 

Some of the first forms of civil society in Serbia in general can be traced back in history to 

late 19th and early 20th century. Early forms of civil society are characterized by traditional 

forms of solidarity in villages, such as family and agricultural unions. Most of the civil 

society of the time was under support of the church and focus of their activities were mainly 

humanitarian and educational, but of other nature as well. 

The first mention of the term “non governmental organization” was in the magazine “Danas”. 

NGOs of the time had to have legal status; they had to be registered, to establish a statute and 

principles of work. 

Communist regime, after the World War Two, has largely influenced the work of civil 

society. Due to process of nationalization, all of the funds and legates were ceased, 

foundations closed and non governmental organizations monitored and their work limited. 

Civil society at the time had to obey the ideology of communist regime and the only types of 

civil society that were able to function properly were the ones that did not have any political 

agenda whatsoever. This limited the number mainly to the associations dealing with hobbies, 

sports, recreation, professional associations and alike. 

The development of civil society as it is today began in the 1980s with the establishment of 

multi party system. Organizations of civil society were mostly independent initiatives of 

intellectuals, created as a form of protest to the destructive politics of ethical cleansing and as 

a sort of way out of the deep crisis of the time. 

The beginning of 1990s was characterized by sudden rise in number of associations and 

NGOs. This occurred as reaction to atrocities and problems such as war, growing number of 

refugees and accelerating fall of the standard of living. However numerous the organizations 

of civil society were they could not conquer Milosevic’s regime. The types of NGO operating 

at the time were mainly those dealing with human rights, anti war organizations and 

humanitarian organizations. 

At the time one of the main conditions for NGO’s to obtain support were anti-war activities 

and any form of open contempt for Milosevic’s regime. When it comes to NGO’s in culture 

the circumstances in the country were influencing their work as well. Their creative energy 

has risen from the social movement and out of defiance for the regime and its ways. This has 

somewhat contributed to the creation of new cultural model. For instance, Center for Cultural 

Decontamination, which was founded in 1994. in order to confront the regime, was  active in 

using art forms in raising awareness of the evils of Milosevic’s regime and fostering 
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alternative view of the world. Since that time Center for Cultural Decontamination has 

organized numerous events connecting various art forms such as theatre, visual arts and 

literature, but also protests, public discussions and lectures. 

 

With the end of war related events, civil sector in Serbia has changed their primary activities 

of humanitarian nature and human rights to developing social and educational programs. 

They have also largely contributed to democratic changes in October of 2000, and to 

deliverance of new laws regarding position of invalids, then Law on free access to 

information of public concern, they influenced establishment of civil service as choice 

instead of military service and influenced change on Family law and its regulations of family 

violence.16  

“It has been claimed that as much as 50% of the resistance to the Milosevic regime, during 

the 1990s, was manifested through culture and the active struggle on the part of NGOs, 

independent publishers and artists for a different way of life. This struggle was spread 

throughout the country. Their actions received significant material assistance from the 

international community and notably from the Soros Foundation via its Open Society Fund, 

Serbia”17 

 

Overall non-governmental and independent art groups have since the fall of Milosevic’s 

regime in 2000 developed many aspects such as managerial and marketing abilities, 

improved cooperation with countries in the region and overall international cooperation, 

conducted new types of social programs, addressing marginalized groups and connected new 

audiences. Furthermore, in recent period due to the lack of efficient cultural policy civil 

society was responsible also for their participation in lifelong learning of culture 

professionals in Serbia in terms of their retraining programs in order to improve their 

professional skills.18  

One of the most recent initiatives in this respect and which has a local character is the project 

“Re-opening a Gold Mine” initiated by Committee for Civic Initiative-OGI with the support 

of Pro Helvetia. The project is aiming to re-animate the cultural life of three towns in south 

                                                
16 Milivojevic, Zdenka, Civlino drustvo u Srbiji, Civicus, Beograd, 2006 
17 www.culturalpolicies.net, accessed in August, 2008  
18 www.culturalpolicies.net, accessed in August, 2008 
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Serbia –Nis, Leskovac and Vranje through building capacities of all cultural policy 

stakeholders in this area.19  

 Independent art groups are usually legally registered as citizen’s associations and as such 

they largely fall under the category of non-profit sector and represent interests of civil 

society. 

However, regardless of the achievements there is little understanding among the official 

institutions for model of functioning of independent groups and they are often deemed to 

insufficiently regulated, loose and flexible in structure. In the past, civil sector in general had 

a bad image and was being accused as bringing imperialist and colonist ideas to the country. 

As the recent surveys of public and stakeholders opinion show this attitude has changed. 

In the cultural offer of Serbia there is still visible dominance of public cultural institutions 

and the main reason for that is better availability of financial means, largely through public 

funds. 

 

5.2 Financial Situation of Civil Society in Serbia 

 

According to the reports of NGO Policy group from 2001 and Civic Initiatives from 2004 the 

tendency of increasing financial instability of civil society is growing since 2001 and this is 

mainly due to reduction in number of foreign donors since that period. According to the data 

acquired by NGO Policy group 60% of NGOs have mentioned lack of financial resources as 

a main problem, and in the research in 2004 by Civic Initiatives this percentage has grown to 

63% (referring to organizations that did not manage to acquire financial means for their work 

in 2005). 

 

In the field of culture situation is perhaps worse since cultural development can not compete 

with various other socio-economic problems in Serbia. So the models of  

achieving financial sustainability and acquiring financial resources of independent art groups 

are: 

 

• Public funds-. Public funds for culture are mostly distributed through governmental bodies 

responsible for such actions such as Ministry of Culture, regional and local self- government 

bodies. The percentages of overall budget of 2008 best illustrate the situation in funds of 

                                                
19 For further information see website  www.ogi.org.yu  
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Ministry of Culture. Namely, overall budget for 2008 for culture is 6.348.486.000 dinars, and 

only 160.800.000 dinars is allocated for the purposes of associations and NGO’s, which is 

approximately 2.5%. One more alternative for civil sector is applying when there is open call 

for projects, the sum of money allocated for this purpose along with other agenda such as 

heritage protection, international cooperation and media programs  is 1.066.000.000, which 

takes up almost 17 percent of overall budget, while open competitions alone amount to 2-3% 

.20 Even in such circumstances which are not encouraging, certain fields of culture have 

priority over others. The research of Civic Initiatives on the state of NGOs in Serbia shows 

that only 36% of NGOs have used local self-government as their source of financing. The 

downside to this means of financing is that in order to be a part of budget of local self-

government careful preparation and long term planning need to be conducted and most of 

independent groups are used to short term project management. 

 

• Foreign foundations According to the research “NGO sector in Serbia” conducted by Civic  

Initiatives and FENS, foreign foundations represent the basic means of financing of civil 

sector comprising of 74% of all financial means. However, foreign foundations are 

increasingly withdrawing their funds from Serbia and redirecting their priorities to so-called 

New Neighborhoods i.e. states of former Soviet Union. This will represent a huge problem 

for civil society in Serbia since they are used to mechanisms of this sort of fundraising. 

 

• Achieving self-sustainability This model of financial stability is not currently possible since 

the law does not allow NGOs to have profit of any kind. However, there is draft of Law on 

associations, the adoption of which is pending the decision of the Parliament, but is 

supported and positively evaluated. According to this draft the Citizen Associations will be 

able to acquire profit as long as it is not distributed among its members, and if it is used for 

activities stated in the Statute of organizations21. Nevertheless, self-sustainability can be 

achieved best only through commercialization of activities which is in collision with 

principle activities of independent art groups which are usually oriented towards alternative 

culture and innovative content. 

 

• Support from Private Sector This means of financial support has always been present in 

some forms, usually through regular and in kind sponsorship. However, recently new ways 
                                                
20 Data taken from www.kultura.sr.gov.yu, accessed in August, 2008 
21 Draft of Law on Associations  
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of support are being recognized and implemented such as corporate philanthropy. 

Mechanisms of this support will be later discussed in greater detail. 

 

Along with being innovative in cultural production and representation independent art groups 

have to constantly reinvent their quest for resources in order to achieve financial stability. 
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VI The Role of Private Sector in Culture  

 

6.1 Private Sector and Concept of CSR 
 
After the socialist regime the state of economy of Serbia was devastated by losses in capital 

of public firms which were severely in debt and threatening to jeopardize the development of 

Serbian trade. The rise of new market economy based on internal and external 

competitiveness is in direct correlation with the development of private sector. However, the 

problems of development of communities are beyond control of only governmental bodies 

and are extended to business community, as well citizens and their organizations as key 

factors of sustainable development. 

Since sustainable development presupposes the idea of development that focuses on current 

needs of society while keeping future generations in mind. Economic development alone is 

not sufficient for overall long term development of society. In this respect corporate social  

responsibility can act as a bridge between economic development, as a main pillar of 

development, and other interests of society that must not be neglected. 

 

With the development of market economy private sector has assumed a new role besides that 

of gaining profit and that concerns its engagement in CSR or Corporate social responsibility. 

Corporate social responsibility matches the interests of businesses with those of the 

community and it is demonstrated by active contribution to solving problems and active 

participation towards achieving sustainable development and improving the quality of life of 

people. 

Socially responsible companies are considered responsible toward their employees with 

respect to their rights, to their partners and rivals, to their consumers and at last to the 

community. 

CSR is not purely one way process where private sector only gives and receives nothing in 

return.” There are certain business advantages to CSR such as: 

• Protection and improvement of existing resources (human capital and environment ) on 

which business depends 

• Predicting, avoiding and reducing the risks of  doing business and the expenses connected 

to it 

• Enlargement of financial efficiency of a company by reducing the costs of  business itself 

• Opening of new business possibilities and new markets  
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• Protection, building  and improvement of the company’s reputation, especially in relation 

to consumers 

• Company becomes attractive to investors, educated and motivated workers “22  

 

Furthermore, by applying CSR in its regular activities company can also benefit through 

satisfaction and loyalty of its employees, recognition and appraisal of public, media and 

government as well as through tax reduction if tax incentives exist in fiscal law. 

All over the world companies perceive CSR as management strategy option. There are 

numerous examples of success that have demonstrated that incorporating CSR in their 

strategic planning, can lead to benefits in terms of increased economic gain. 

 

Corporate Social Responsibility as a part of company’s strategic planning can be a part of 

cause-branding campaign, and as such it can have various objectives. Those objectives can be 

anything from increasing sales, developing new business relationships, improving customers’ 

trust as far as something such as overall improvement of company’s overall reputation. 

However, matching a cause to a company’s policy is complex undertaking, and if it is not 

included in company’s strategic goals, in most cases it will fail to succeed. 

Corporate Social Responsibility can be manifested through different areas: 

• Activities connected to business itself like education of company’s employees, care for 

quality and safety of their products, good business customs  

• Inclusion and investment in community 

• Initiating and leading a dialogue with the state and key actors in community on policies of 

development of community 23 

 

 

6.2 The Current State of CSR in Serbia 

 

In Serbia concept of CSR is relatively new and fairly underdeveloped. First of all, one of the 

facts that hinder development of CSR is the fact that the very process of privatization has not 

been completed yet, and in case of some companies having no competition is 

counterproductive in this respect. In order for companies to embrace the concept of CSR, the 

                                                
22 Korporativna filantropija kao ulaganje, Balkanski fond za podrsku lokalnim inicijativama, 2006 
 
23 Drustveno odgovorno poslovanje-Davanje za opste dobro, Balkanski fond za podrsku lokalnim inicijativama 
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first and foremost thing is highly competitive market and the need for differentiation of goods 

and services offered. Mr. Radovan Jelasic, the governor of National Bank of Serbia, in his 

speech during the Corporate Social Responsibility Conference in 2007, said that companies 

may be classified in two groups according to their attitude to CSR. The first one is the group 

of companies that already have CSR as a part of their policy regardless of the country they 

operate in and the second one refers to those that and embrace ways of Balkans and neglect 

their responsibility Furthermore, he said “The main goal of privatization can not be achieved 

by mere transformation of ownership structure-this is necessary, but not a sufficient 

prerequisite! The main goal of privatization is achieved through it ensuing effects such as 

additional investments, improved work conditions, style of company’s management etc. 

Finally, ownership transformation is not only implemented to fill state coffers, but to get new 

owners to strengthen corporate social responsibility in the newly-privatized companies.”24 

Except for above mentioned reasons the lack of motives for investment in community can 

also be due to lack of appropriate government’s policy of development and adequate fiscal 

incentives. In Serbia the right to tax reductions can be obtained by giving for the purposes of 

public interest such as educational, health, religious, humanitarian, environmental and sports 

purposes, however the amount deducted is small and hardly presents a proper incentive for 

businesses. 

The current state of CSR in Serbia according to the attitudes of the public and leaders of all 

three sectors public, private and civil is somewhat shown in the research “Corporate social 

Responsibility in Serbia” conducted by Strategic Marketing commissioned by SmartKolektiv 

in 2005. 

Some of the general conclusions of the survey are indicating the level of awareness of all 

stakeholders in CSR and the general public. According to the survey opinions of 

representatives of all three sectors do not differ much. Among them there is only general 

knowledge on the notion of CSR and no awareness on concrete actions and initiatives. 

Representatives of non-profit sector show the biggest interest and motivation for learning 

more and engaging in this field, while representatives of private sector talk about engagement 

in CSR as something which will be done in future.  

The general state of CSR in Serbia was evaluated as bad, putting the protection of 

environment and contribution to the development of civil society in the last place of priorities 

of CSR. 

                                                
24 Taken from www.bis.org/review/r071003b.pdf 
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In general, most of the people questioned have agreed that the more interest of all sectors for 

the concept of CSR in Serbia would reflect overall positive influence on broader community. 

When it comes to the issue of supporting cultural and art events, 49% of companies have had 

previous experience in sponsoring such events and 27% plan to support them as a part of their 

corporate social responsibility. 

 

6.3 Types of Support of Private Sector 

 

The whole concept of financial support to cultural institutions, organizations and individuals 

can be envisaged by few types of support such as: 

Maecenate-mostly related to individual donations directed to the non-profit organization or 

individual artist 

Patronage- active support of private foundations towards an artist or institution in continuity  

Donation- realized through giving of independent foundation or as individual act, it can be 

both anonymous or a part of corporate policy of a company (corporate social responsibility) 

Acquisitions- transfer of art works in possession of a company; it is close to the notion of 

commissions 25 

 

6.4 Sponsorship 

 

The trend of sponsorship as tool of raising money for the arts has started in early 1980s. Since 

the beginning it has been controversial in terms of putting art in function of the respective 

sponsors. The possible interference of sponsors in the mission of the arts and artistic content 

was considered one of the main threats of sponsorship. However, over the years sponsorship 

has proven to be an irreplaceable type of support for cultural actions and as such it deserved 

its place in cultural policies of many countries. The policy measures to stimulate the private 

sector sponsorship of the arts are being increasingly developed from fiscal incentives to 

consulting and educational tools. Unfortunately, not all of the cultural actions are equally 

appealing to sponsors which can present a problem to some organizations of civil society, 

especially to independent art groups. “Many small-scale or experimental ones will not be able 

to generate the audience or publicity to justify substantial commercial involvement. For 

medium sized organizations the amount of extra work to give the sponsors the profile they 
                                                
25  Dragicevic Sesic, Milena, Stojkovic, Branimir, Kultura-Menadzment, Animacija, Marketing, Clio, Beograd, 
2007 
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want may be a huge distraction in terms of staff time and energy, detracting from the initial 

purposes if the project.”26 

 

There is a slight, but important difference between concepts of sponsorship and corporate 

philanthropy. “Sponsorship is payment or some other type of services of one enterprise to a 

cultural institution in the broadest sense, with an aim to promote the name, brand, products or 

services of that enterprise. Sponsorship is a business process between two or more sides, and 

not philanthropic gift.”27 

In most cases sponsorship is short term and related to some specific cultural activity 

There are different ways in which private sector can deliver sponsoring activities: 

• The enterprise can give its premises to the use of cultural organizations  

• Financial support to cultural events with invitations and programs indicating who the 

sponsor is 

• The enterprise can give grants for the work of artists and financing the public informing 

about that activities 

• Acquisition of art pieces for the offices or exhibitions 

• The company can form its own foundation which would have the its name or the name of 

the person significant for the company with an aim to develop culture 

• In kind sponsorship- company can give support in material things e.g. technical 

equipment28 

 

Company may choose to provide support to certain cultural activity as a part of its 

communication strategy. This motive relates to need to fulfill company’s marketing 

objectives through sponsorship. When involving in sponsorship companies may have several 

priorities in mind such as: awareness, image, public relations, internal communications, and 

emotional link with the audience.  

On the other hand companies choose to provide support for arts as a part of CSR agenda. 

The number of companies that regard sponsorship as a part of their involvement in the 

community is increasing. Sponsorship can be a good way for a company to demonstrate that 

it is socially responsible depending on the way it is demonstrated. However, important fact is 

that bringing benefit to the society is not a prerequisite for sponsorship. 

                                                
26 Mundy, Simon, Cultural Policy: A short Guide, Council of Europe Publishing, 2000, p.27 
27 Rot, Peter, Sponzorisanje kulture, Clio, 1996 
28 Rot, Peter, Sponzorisanje kulture, Clio, 1996 
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In whichever way company chooses to provide support for culture there is always one thing 

in common and that is pursuing some kind of interest whether it is image related, for 

commercial purposes or reducing expenses through tax deductions. 

 

6.5 The State of Sponsorship in Serbia  

 

In terms of types of sponsored cultural activities in Serbia, it is evident that most of the 

representatives of private sector do not have a clear strategy of sponsoring. However, there is 

general tendency of sponsoring music festivals and concerts (e.g. Exit festival), mainly 

because this types of events attract the largest attention of audience and media as well. In 

such circumstances independent art groups have a hard time distinguishing themselves and 

becoming more appealing for the sponsors. 

Attitudes towards sponsorships are different, on one side it is considered to be one of the 

best ways to gather resources for cultural activities, since public funds have proven to be 

insufficient. On the other side there is a negative attitude considering the involvement of 

private sector can only lead to putting culture in function of private sector. 

However, regardless of the existing attitudes the majority of cultural institutions and 

organizations have been engaged in some sort of sponsorship. However, the ways of 

approaching sponsors are different and vary from sending letters to all businesses, through 

being selective in their choice of sponsors in terms of potential sponsor’s reputation to letting 

the sponsors reach them. 

 

In terms of feedback to sponsors, the usual points that constitute an offer of for sponsorship 

on behalf of cultural institutions and organizations are: appearance of company’s logo on 

catalogues, mentioning of company’s name on reports and publications, visibility, free tickets 

to events, promotion in media and facilities for sponsor’s banquets.  Overall opinion among 

the private sector on offer of cultural institutions and organizations is negative. The 

representatives of private sector feel that the sponsorship offers are insufficient and have 

short term effect, thus,  contain benefits which can be achieved by simply buying advertising 

space on TV or in press. Majority of representatives of private sector think that cultural 

institutions and organizations need to rethink and improve their strategies of cooperation, 

since they prefer engaging in more long-term strategies of sponsorship. 
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The example of good practice in achieving good sponsorship deals is Belgrade 

Philharmonic, which has been successful mainly on its unique approach to sponsors. Namely, 

Belgrade Philharmonic regards sponsors as partners, even though in practice their role does 

not essentially change. This alteration in perception of sponsors has been remarkably 

successful to such extent that Belgrade Philharmonic had to have waiting list for sponsors. In 

addition, it has offered its partners so-called “V.I.P Subscription Scheme” allowing them 

number of privileges.29 

The above example do not necessarily concern civil sector, but they can serve as an 

exemplary way to treat sponsors. 

 

As opposed to trends in the world where sponsorship in financial means is dominant, in 

Serbia in- kind sponsorships are still taking up majority, the ratio is almost 90% in favor of 

in-kind sponsorships. They are usually used for technical equipment, printing services, space 

for projects, catering services etc. For instance, printing firm Publikum has obtained a 

collection of 250 artworks by various artists by simply exchanging services through printing 

catalogues for exhibitions.30  However, relying on in-kind sponsorship in order to cover all 

the expenses for the project can lead to diminishing of the visibility of the project itself due to 

the obligation to have all the sponsors names printed on the promotion materials.  

 

6.6  The Notion of Corporate Philanthropy and Historical Context 

 

Corporate philanthropy represents giving in money, material things, or time for the purpose 

of public benefit for longer period of time and in compliance with defined aim.31 

Motivation for corporate philanthropy usually comes from the demands of market and 

competitiveness, but also from expectations of stakeholders. Nevertheless corporate 

philanthropy has its benefits such as improving of company’s image, relations with 

stakeholders, creation of a better recognition of company’s brand. 

Corporate philanthropy is a part of a concept of CSR and as such it is a strategic answer to 

the needs of society and community. 

                                                
29 Kuka, Jasmina, Analiza rezultata istrazivanja, Medjusektorska saradnja u oblasti kulture, 2007 
30 Otasevic, Ana, Malo sponzora, mnogo sponzorusa, http://www.nin.co.yu/2000-02/03/11407.html,  accessed 
in September, 2008 
31 RBI Newsletter, Specijalno izdanje, SmartKolektiv, Septembar, 2007 
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The origin of philanthropy in Serbia can be dated back to Middle Ages when under the notion 

of endowment was considered to mean: “all that someone has given to the church or 

monastery, and for salvation of their own soul and the souls of their loved ones and others.”32  

All of the philanthropic activities of the period were mostly involved around the church and 

the motivation for giving was mostly of religious nature.  

However, endowments and foundations were not legally acknowledged at the time, even 

though there is mention of endowments in Dusan’s Law.  

First official forms of philanthropy in Serbia have developed in mid 19th century and it was 

mainly due to more diversified economic development and transition from natural to 

merchandise- money economy. The Law on Endowments, which was brought in 1896, 

represented an advanced legal measure of the time and gave rise to development of many 

foundations and endowments. 

Philanthropic activities of this period involved giving to churches, hospitals, education and 

preservation of literary works but other causes as well.  The donors were mostly wealthy 

individuals who were leaving their assets for certain causes after their death or they 

established foundations. The motives of these donors are not specifically known, but usually 

involve desire for personal affirmation, but also patriotic motives, awareness of belonging to 

a community and the need to return something to the society. This could be defined as early 

forms of corporate social responsibility. Philanthropy flourished with the overall 

development of society and educative and cultural progress. In terms of giving to culture the 

support was most active in between two world wars, because in this period 46 out of overall 

number of 65 foundations have been established in this period. Support to culture was 

manifested mostly through printing of books, giving help to impoverished writers, giving 

scholarships to students and buying books for libraries. 

Among the numerous philanthropists of the time, few of the most important ones in terms of 

culture will be mentioned: 

Captian Misa Anastasijevic –Apart from his other generous acts he donated his mansion for 

the benefit of education and culture. This building contained major cultural and educational 

institutions of the time such as Ministry of education, National library and National Museum. 

Ilija Milosavljevic –Kolarac has established Literary Foundation of Ilija M. Kolarac and 

along with it Kolarac literary award which was equal to the amount of Nobel Prize at the 

time. 
                                                
32 Institucija zaduzbinarstva u tradiciji srpskog naroda, Zaduzbina Studenica: Kongres srpskog ujedinjenja, 
Beograd, 2007 
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Jovan Jovanovic has left in his will all of his assets for the purpose of establishing 

foundation Jovanijanum which was used for the support to science and the arts. 

Velimir Mihailo Todorovic left all of his assets for foundation Velimiranijum, the main 

purpose of which was support to development of culture and arts in Serbia.33  

In the 20th century there has been a culmination of philanthropy concerning cultural purposes. 

Most of the important cultural institution, no matter whether they are educational, libraries or 

museums was founded with help of some form of philanthropy.  

For instance, the most prominent Serbian libraries have been formed thanks to endowments. 

National Library was formed in 1832 in the house of Grigorije Vozarevic from the books that 

were donated for this purpose. Furthermore, Serbian Academy of Science and Arts has 

founded its library on the basis of gift in books from Dimitrije Turk, as well as the University 

Library that was also founded due to being given some books. 

First museums in Serbia were founded from the private collections of art. The collection of 

the National Museum was being constantly enlarged by gifts by artists, private collection 

owners, and visual arts philanthropists. As for the collection of foreign artworks within the 

museum, it was founded in 1891 when Viennese painter donated his as well as other 

Viennese collections to the museum. 

After the World War II in 1945, with the establishment of communist regime, endowments 

and foundations were usurped by the government claiming it as public property . The estates 

which were given for the public good  were confiscated or demolished and used for different 

purposes, thus all the proceedings of the estate as well as their monetary value has radically 

changed. The nationalization which was conducted in 1957 and 1958 has abolished private 

character of these institutions and left them with no means to pursue the goals they were 

founded for.  34 

However, since Yugoslavian communism was trying hard to implement two key aspects in 

worker’s life and those were self governance and decentralization. Each enterprise had a 

working organization which had an independent role to such extent that they were involved in 

decision making on different levels through delegates. In terms of the culture, there was a 

special form of cooperation between workers in factories and cultural workers.  This was 

named self-governing interest communities for culture and they were dealing with different 

matters of cultural policy, thus limiting the role of the state. As for financing, the workers 

                                                
33   Pavlovic, Branka, Poruke vremena proslih, Britanski fond za lokalne inicijative, Beograd, 2007 
34 Avramovic, Zoran, Zaduzbine, fondovi,  fondacije i  legati u kulturi Srbije, Zavod za proucavanje kulturnog 
razvitka, Beograd, 1992 
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were enabled to decide themselves on the sum from their personal income which will be used 

for cultural activities. Around 10% of overall expenses for culture at the time came from 

working organizations.35 

Due to these facts, the only form of corporate giving was through state owned enterprises and 

for the purposes of investing in the communities. Some of the most common causes for 

giving were children, sports activities, cultural activities, and handicapped people. There 

were cases of cities with one big industry such as Kragujevac, where one big enterprise was 

the main trigger of both economic and social development .One of the most developed 

aspects of corporate philanthropy was of internal nature in terms of protection of worker’s 

rights and attending to their needs. 

    

The downfall of the tradition of giving in Serbia happened during the 90s under Milosevic’s 

regime due to reasons of overall socio-economic crisis and the war.  

Currently, these issues are regulated by the Law on Foundations and Funds from 1998. which 

emphasizes the non-governmental character of foundations and their focus on grant giving to 

support different programs and ideas, due to the tradition of philanthropy which was in many 

respects connected to culture the responsibility for maintenance of the register of foundations 

was given to Ministry of Culture.36 

At present, corporate philanthropy in Serbia is in the phase of rebirth, especially since 

increasing number of companies is making corporate philanthropy a part of their agenda.  

 

6.7  The Current State of Corporate Philanthropy in Serbia 

 

Corporate philanthropy in Serbia is only recently finding its way among the businesses and 

enterprises in Serbia. Roughly estimated the trend of corporate philanthropy started 

noticeably developing in 2004. It is the year when civil organizations started researching this 

topic and making efforts to develop it. In 2004 BCIF (Balkans Community Initiatives Fund) 

did a research on the corporate philanthropy in Serbia. It was followed by a large scale 

research on CSR conducted in 2005 by SmartKolektiv, a non-profit organization for 

promotion of this concept in Serbia. 

Given the fact that legal framework for development of corporate philanthropy is not 

appropriate and does not apply adequate policy measures for stimulating philanthropy, 
                                                
35 Kultura i  radni zivot, Zavod za proucavanje kulturnog razvitka, Beograd, 1982 
36 www.culturalpolicies.net, accessed in August, 2008 
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corporate giving developed on following trends and somewhat due to the demands of the 

market. 

Along with the privatization and the emergence of foreign companies came their business 

policies and strategies, and as such they were adjusted to the demands of Serbian society. 

Accepting this trend, most of domestic companies have chosen to adopt and develop it 

mainly for the benefit of image building and better positioning on the market. 

 

According to the research on corporate social responsibility from 2004 commissioned by 

BCIF and done  by Strategic Marketing shows that awareness on the existence  of corporate 

giving is at the low level among the citizens  The public thinks that only philanthropic actions 

involve charity organizations such as Red Cross and therefore are the only ones to be trusted. 

 

Overall attitude on the level of development of philanthropy in Serbia is negative, 72% of 

citizens feel that .philanthropy in Serbia is underdeveloped in comparison to countries of 

European Union. 

Some of the reasons for this negative trend of development are: 

 

• Bad economic situation –most of the population lives in poor conditions and have no 

time or resources to invest for philanthropic reasons  

• Lack of awareness – the information on this subject is very scare in media, as well as 

elsewhere 

• Lack of trust- Given the fact that during Milosevic’s time most of the humanitarian 

actions  were misused, citizens have lost trust in this kind of actions 

• Existing legal framework- Legal framework is not stimulating enough for development 

of philanthropy 

 

As for the opinions of private sector some of the prerogatives for philanthropy and obstacles 

they have expressed are: 

• They are ready to become involved in actions which have a clear aim, the results of the 

actions have to be visible and measurable  

• The advantage will be given to the organizations with which they had positive previous 

experience  

• The  representatives need to be asked for support in some actions, since due to lack of 

time they do not search for causes to direct their corporate philanthropy 
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• The cause needs to fit in overall management strategy of the firm. However, this can be 

applicable only to foreign  companies since domestic ones in most cases do not have a 

clear strategy of giving 

  

The public, according to the above mentioned research, expects from the private sector the 

biggest commitment to philanthropy, in terms of organizing humanitarian actions and 

initiatives and they have been listed above the civil sector, political parties and church 

organizations. Therefore, there is evident need for corporate social responsibility in Serbia. 

 

In most cases, the companies can not independently implement corporate philanthropy since 

they would have to estimate the need and analyze possible solutions. That is why the logical 

partner in this is the civil sector, which knows well the problems of the community and can 

adequately initiate actions to tackle certain problems. In Serbian circumstances this may 

present a problem since for the representatives of private sector the work and actions of the 

civil sector are unknown. However, they are identified as the key actor in tackling social 

problems, protecting human rights and involving in humanitarian actions.  

In addition the representatives of private sector feel that there is not much control over the 

actions of the civil sector, and given the circumstances they believe that half of the 

organizations of civil sector live up to their mission, and the work of other half is only 

fictitious and they are engaged in it for different interests. Perhaps the best way for the 

representatives of civil sector to solve the problem of their bad image is to promote the 

positive effects of their work.37 

Since the problems of community and of Serbia in general are numerous, any support to 

social, ecological or cultural action is more than welcome; the causes which companies 

choose to support are various. 

 

Culture as a cause is not particularly popular among the companies. According to the 

research of SmartKolektiv on CSR from 2006 majority of companies choose to support some 

form of education programs, that is 75%, on the second place are the causes referring to the 

development of the community (mostly social causes) which take up 67%, then projects 

related to health 62%, and following are the projects of infrastructure, ecology and sport. The 

support given to cultural and art projects is on low level, and the ones with biggest chances 

                                                
37 Data taken from the research Philanthropy in Serbia and Montenegro, BCIF, 2004 
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for support among them are the projects which use culture to tackle a social problem in the 

community. 

Among the companies that choose to support culture, the ones that are dominant are banks. 

Especially active is Erste bank with different actions, from acquisitions to support to art 

projects of different sizes and impact. When it comes to culture, companies are more 

interested in sponsorship deals rather than donations, especially in the cases of big events 

which have large audience such as music events and festivals. 

 

One of the main problems of corporate philanthropy in Serbia is lack of strategic approach to 

giving which is evident mostly among the domestic companies. There is a rather common 

occurrence of one company supporting causes of different nature, usually in ad hoc manner 

and without definite strategy. This fact is detrimental both to companies and the 

representatives of civil sector which are asking for support. 

 

For companies the lack of strategic approach harms their positioning on the market, and 

sends mixed messages to the public on their policy of giving. On the other side for the civil 

sector organizations it makes it difficult to approach the company without having in mind the 

demands of the company. 

However, it is not always easy to develop the strategy of giving at the beginning of the year 

and follow it through, since most of the requests and proposals are being submitted 

throughout the year. 

As for the foreign companies they usually come on Serbian market with already developed 

strategies of giving, but they have to adjust them according to the demands of Serbian 

society. 

Some of the examples of good practice in corporate philanthropy in culture are : 

 

Phillip Morris   

Phillip Morris is a leading international tobacco company with products sold in 160- 

countries all over the world. They support initiatives in local communities where their 

employees live and work as well as from where they source the tobacco, with the objective of 

addressing key societal issues. They have been operating in Serbia since 2003 when they 

bought majority of shares of Duvanska Industrija Nis (Tobacco industry of Nis).  This can be 

regarded as a very good example for this subject since it manifests both the successful 

cooperation between civil and private sector and the local level for the purpose of enriching 
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the cultural life. Namely, Phillip Morris has started the long term project Art of Giving in 

2006 along with the NGO Resource Center from Nis. The purpose of the project is to 

organize a series of different arts and culture events with the financial support of Phillip 

Morris in order to invest the proceeds from the sold tickets in further development of quality 

of life in Nis.  

Apart from this initiative Phillip Morris is the main supporter of Nis Art Foundation, a non 

profit foundation founded in order to support young artists from this region. This foundation 

exists for three years now and initiates and supports various activities such as open 

competitions, awards, exhibitions and art colonies and in addition gives scholarships for 

education of young artists.  

Furthermore, Phillip Morris has its Gallery in Belgrade, which hosts various exhibitions after 

they have been to Nis. Interestingly enough, this is one of the rare cases in which inhabitants 

of smaller town get to see certain exhibitions before they have reached the center of all 

happenings. 

However, even though it is an example that embodies almost all aspects of this thesis, due to 

the nature of the company it is questionable. According to the Law on Advertising, all forms 

of advertising of tobacco and alcohol are forbidden, as well as sponsoring of cultural and 

sports events. Given this restriction there is a justifiable doubt in the motives of a tobacco 

company such as Phillip Morris in giving to the community. Especially, because Phillip 

Morris started spreading its art activities outside Nis, thus extending its visibility The 

investments in the arts that this company practices might not be done for purely altruistic 

reasons, but it has a positive effect to the community. This is one of the issues which are 

debatable, but due to its nature will not be further discussed. 

 

Telenor foundation 

Telenor is among one of the ten largest mobile operators in the world with more than 143 

million of users. Mobile phone operator Telenor has founded their own foundation in 2007 

with an aim to promote corporate social responsibility, thus offering support to projects that 

have creative solutions to problems throughout whole Serbia. Their main focus concerning 

arts and culture is support to young unknown artists. However, one of the initiatives which 

deserve to be mentioned, and that by character embodies cultural enrichment on the local 

level is project Pokreni grad (Start Up City) together with association Kiosk. This project 

concerns painting of murals on public places by young artists in small towns in Serbia. The 

project is still in the process of implementation and the towns in Serbia that were covered so 
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far are Vranje, Zrenjanin, Kraljevo, Leskovac, Pancevo, Uzice, Subotica, Sabac and there is 

10 more towns planned till the end of the year. This initiative was recognized by Bizart 

awards as exemplary cooperation of arts and business.38 

In addition, in order to support artistic creation Telenor has made acquisitions of 

contemporary artworks, both from famous artists and young unknown artists. The collection 

consists of 150 works from 46 Serbian artists.  

 
OnPic.1 e of the murals painted in the Start Up City project 

 

Erste Bank  

Erste Bank is one of the leading international financial institutions in Central and Eastern 

Europe with over 16 million of clients in 8 countries. It operates in Serbia since 2005 and 

they give special attention to the program of donations and sponsorship, in order to balance 

their economic and societal goals. Deserves to be mentioned as an example of good practice 

for its continuous contribution to arts and culture through acquisitions of art works, trough 

support of different art projects and contribution to promotion of culture in Serbia. It has been 

operating in Serbia since 2005, and during the years 2006 and 2007 it has donated over 

330.000 EUR for different causes.  Centrifuga, one of the programs of ERSTE bank will be 

separately discussed in detail as a case study. 

 

However, there are several examples of attempts of large factories to enrich cultural life in 

small towns through organizing art colonies, workshops, and at the same time fitting it into 

overall company’s purpose.  

 

                                                
38 More information on http://www.kioskngo.org/srp/startupcity/index.html 
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Zlatara Majdanpek belongs to the processing complex of the Industry for Processing of 

Metals (IPM Majdanpek) and its main function is processing precious metals in various 

objects. The factory is situated in Majdanpek and exists for 30 years now. Zlatara Majdanpek 

along with the Ministry of Culture organizes every year the International symposium of 

jewelry making Majdanart which gathers many artists from Serbia and elsewhere. It is an arts 

workshop of applied art of jewelry making where unique pieces of jewelry are produced 

according to the given theme by various young artists as well as well- known ones.39 

 

RTB Bor is a factory from Bor which specializes in n extraction and processing of ore, 

especially copper. They organize the Art colony Bakar which gives an opportunity to Serbian 

sculptors to express their creativity in a rather expensive material such as bronze, with the 

help of the factory workers. This art colony has a 18-year-long tradition and is important 

contribution to art of sculpting both locally and nationally. 40 

 

Factory Toza Markovic from Kikinda is the oldest and the biggest factory in the production 

of bricks and tiles. It has since 1982 founded the Art colony Terra which is one of the most 

important colonies in Serbia. Every year it hosts sculptors from Serbia and the rest of the 

world who make sculptures in terracotta, and they have one of the most complete collections 

of sculptures of some of the most important artists. For the purpose of preserving and 

presenting all these works a Museum Terra will be made in one of the old factory’s 

facilities.41 

 

Most of the corporate giving is still dominantly happening by large companies and mostly on 

the national level. When it comes to local level, that is small towns in Serbia, there is not 

much examples of corporate philanthropy. One of the main reasons for this is the fact that 

local private sector is usually composed of small and medium enterprises. It is very difficult 

to motivate SMEs for giving since they consider themselves small and unimportant 

comparing to other companies that engage in corporate philanthropy. The other reasons are 

related to their limited resources in terms of staff, time and sometimes money. The usual 

practice of SMEs in supporting a cultural action is through sponsorship and in most cases in 

kind sponsorship depending on the product or facilities of an SME in question.  

                                                
39 www.ipm-mpek.co.yu/zlat.html, accessed in September, 2008  
40 www.rtbbor.com, accessed in September, 2008 
41 http://www.terra.org.yu/pages/muzej/muzej.html, accessed in September, 2008 
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VII Case Study – Program Centrifuga  

 

Program Centrifuga is program of donations created by Erste Bank and BCIF aiming to 

improve the life of the young people in small cities by supporting small scale projects 

initiated by the young people,  non profit youth organizations, independent art groups . 

 The program was initiated due to the fact that the young in small cities are prone to 

delinquency and drug abuse mostly because of lack of content, therefore Erste Bank 

suggested tackling this problem through culture and creativity. The idea of the program is to 

mobilize the young people to speak out, to develop cultural activities which will enrich 

somewhat stale cultural offer of their cities, to pursue their interests, to encourage and 

develop cooperation and to use resources from their own community. 

One of the prerogatives for the project to be eligible is to involve the community, 

representatives from other organizations and institutions, media as well as possible sponsors, 

all in all everyone that might have an effect on future development of similar activities. 

 

In the beginning year of the program 2007 which will be a subject of this analysis, five 

associations and informal art groups have got the grants for developing their activities .Here 

are brief accounts on their activities, on the cultural offer in their communities and 

description of projects: 

 

Group A86+ This is an informal art group from Pancevo comprised of students aiming to 

promote and develop different forms of art creation and amateurism. As described by the 

group the town of Pancevo has the population of 125.000 people, out of which 20% are the 

young people. The town itself is notorious for very big ecological problems due to its 

industry. The cultural offer of the town is fairly developed in comparison to other provincial 

towns, given the fact that there is annual Contemporary Art Biennale, Festival of Comics, and 

Festival of Experimental Theatre Forms  

The project for which they got the support under the name IN_TREш aimed to organise a 

festival of amateur film on which the young people of Pancevo had the chance to become 

acquainted with filmmaking and to make their own short film. In addition, they organised a 

open competition for submission of short films and videos made on digital camera or mobile 

phone.  
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The main event was screening of the films made in workshops and of the films that were 

submitted for the competition  among which three were voted best  by the audience and 

awarded. 

 

Sopce  is an informal group of students from Kragujevac  aiming to develop capacities of 

young people in their comunity and to inspire them to take joint actions . The city of 

Kragujevac has the population of 180.000, out of which only 23.000 are young people.The 

cultural life of Kragujevac revolves around the state owned cultural insitutions which have 

not made any innovations in order to atract their audience. Perhaps the best indication of the 

dissatisfaction of  the young  is the fact that even though the city of Kragujevac has the 

university with all major facultie, young people still choose to study in Belgrade due to lack 

of content.  

The project under the name KG marathon that this group implemented with the help of Erste 

was a marathon of three media- film, radio and theatre aiming to develop independant 

production among the young people in these three media. 

The project was comprised of workshops helping the young people get acquainted and 

express themself creatively  through above mentioned media . One workshop  worked on 

producing an one-act coreography play, second workshop was to develop a radio drama and 

the third one a documentary film on the subject „ Portrait of co-citizen“, all the while geting 

acquainted with the principles of producing of these media.All of the works made in 

workshops were promoted in schools and shown on local TV, and on theatre scene, and 

broadcasted on the local radio. 

 

Undergrad is an informal art group from Uzice comprised of seven members and engaging 

in different forms of arts and alternative culture and organising events related to it (street art, 

video art,  fashion design, graphic design, and making of electronic music).  

Uzice is the town that has population around 82.000, out of which 16.000 are young people. 

The cultural offer depends on the work of local cultural institutions and annual Yugoslav 

Theatre Festival. The monotony of cultural content has inspired young to initiate programs of 

innovative nature and subculture on their own. 

The project that was awarded a grant, under the name IZ-GRADњA,  was a festival of video 

art . During the implementation three workshops were conducted for the purpose of making 

different types of video art through fusion  with other art forms. First workshop presented 

fusion of video art and street art, second workshop dealt with producing original music along 
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with video art and the third one  will bring together all of the participants of workshop in 

order to create a  video for the purpose of promoting this festival in future.  

The screenings of the video art were held in premises of National Theatre of Uzice as well as 

in public space, thus promoting the idea of using public space for art purposes. 

 

Pogon  is the citizen’s association from Sombor  working on the promotion of contemporary 

and alternative  art forms, The town of Sombor has the population of 50.000 people and the 

avarage age of 38, which is not that bad but the data are inconclusive since they represent all 

of the registered citizens, and majority of young people moved out to Belgrade. Sombor’s 

cultural offer  is limited to that of the institutions which not in the least attractive to young 

people.  

The project they implemented within Centrifuga called Subhaus covered a wide scope of 

activities. It included exhibiton of works of art groups, exihbiton of works of two artisits, 

comics workshop with one of the art groups, photo-video workshop and SubCinema 

underground film screenings for two hours every week. This project was also used in order to 

promote a youth cultural centre Subhaus and bring it closer to young inhabitants of Sombor. 

 

Rafinerija is a citizen’s association  from Vrsac with an aim to encourage creativity, and 

engaging all social groups in order to help cultural prosperity of city of Vrsac. The town of 

Vrsac has a population of 40.000, out of which 15. 000 are young people . The cultural life is 

described as poor, mostly due to lack of space where the young would be able to express 

themselves. Project Amamneza1/07 was  also covering a wide range of activities. Firstly,  

they organised exhibition of young and unknown artists from Vrsac, thus inluding various art 

forms  such as digital photography, installations and found objects, aquarel painting, video 

and conceptual art. Secondly,printing,  literary readings and promotions of books of young 

writers from Vrsac was organised. Thirdly, making of music compilation on CD of young 

and unknown bands in Vrsac and at last, the series of workshops in electronic music, body 

art, making of masks  and linux program.42 

 

Outcome of the program in terms of partnerships established and personal benefits for the 

groups: 

                                                
42 Data taken from Application forms for Program Centrifuga, BCIF, 2007 
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Majority  of the  groups which received the grant in program Centrifuga were informal art 

groups with little experience in project management .Groups started off with an elaborate and 

creative idea, but  with no proper skills needed  in the process of implementation. However, 

thay have managed to implement their projects sucessfully along with capturing attention of 

the community. All of the projects have attracted a fairly large amount of young people from 

the community, as well as the representatives in local media and in certain cases 

representatives of local self-government. 

Accorging to the  report of BCIF, for the purpose of implementation of the project, regardless 

of their inexperience, the groups have succesfully established a partnership with all three 

sectors in their community and the media.  

Above is the estimate and type of cooperation: 

• Private sector-  Three of  the groups have established cooperation with the local private 

sector for the purposes of the project. The type of support was in kind sponsorship in 

facilities needed, in technical equipment, catering etc. 

• Other representatives of civil sector- Four of the groups have established some form of 

cooperation with other representatives of local civil sector, whether with other informal 

groups or  associations. The support was manifested through different means- in 

equipment, help with the promotion, artistic material needed and personal engagement. 

• Public sector- Four of the groups have established some form of cooperation with 

different representatives of public sector, whether they are public cultural institutions or 

municipalities. The support was also manifested in technical equpment, facilities and 

prizes for contestants. 

 

The number of realised partnerships for the purpose of the project is indicative of 

improvement of  communication and negotiation skills of the groups, which were mostly 

inexperienced in this respect. Overall Centrifuga had a large influence on the domain of 

connecting different organisations to work on the same cause for the benefit of the 

community . 

In additon, Centrifuga had an educative effect on art group members in terms of project 

management. By observation of BCIF groups have demonstrated new skills of 

communication, better use of terminology etc. Some of the main problems that hindered 

implementation were insufficient skills in financial management and limited time given for 

realisation of projects. 
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According to the reports of the groups this program, apart from financial support, this 

program  has been a valuable learning experience. They have managed to develop following 

skills which will present a valluable asset in future: 

• Better organisational skills in implementation of projects  

• Developed ability to work in a team  

• Developed financial management skills ( making of budget, assesment of costs) 

• Better risk assesment  

• Ability to respond to unpredicted situations  

 

All of the groups plan to integrate this  knowledge, they got from the hands on experience with 

project management, into their future work .43 

According to the questionnaires given to the art groups within program Centrifuga which 

consisted of questions of closed and open type  conclusions can be made on following points: 

 

Cooperation with private sector : Only one of the groups had experience with private sector 

before and it was manifested through in kind sponsorship. However, for majority of groups 

this was a first project that was fully implemented with the help of  donation. Their previous 

projects were mainly self-financed or based on volontary contributions either in materials or in 

staff needed for the project. Furthermore, four groups gave the highest mark on 1-5 scale to the 

issue of importance of private sector in their future activities, which is very indicative of the 

need of incresing the support of private sector to independant art groups. Interestingly, all of 

the groups assesed the visibility of Erste bank in their projects with a highest mark on scale 1-5 

even though the bank did not demand for their logo to be visible on promotional posters, flyers 

etc. 

Evaluation of program Centrifuga Four groups have evaluated program with the highest 

mark on the scale of 1-5, which is highly indicative of the success of cooperation. As a reason 

for such positive evalution three groups have mentioned the orientation of program toward art 

groups on local level, that is in provincial towns of Serbia and expressed the need for more 

similar programs like this one. As for the problems in program Centrifuga, as in reports,  

majority mentioned the time limitations . Only one of the groups have applied for the program 

Centrifuga 2008, however, the absence of others is not due to dissatisfaction with the program. 

 

                                                
43 Data taken from Narrative Reports for Program Centrifuga, BCIF, 2008 
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Future sustainability of art groups In terms of sustainablity it can be said that three groups 

have achieved some form of sustainability, whether their overall work or the above mentioned 

projects are in question. One of the groups has managed to become a part of the local self 

government budget through open call for projects.Other group has got a space for permanent 

use from local state owned cultural centre and is trying to open a bar which would financially 

help their actions  One of the groups has applied to program Centrifuga 2008 and won the 

grant again which shows that they continue with projects, thus contributing to local cultural 

development. Other two groups did not manage to continue with their activities for the time 

being, however as a reason for this they mention their own lack of initiative and complete 

disinterest of local authorities. Having this results in mind, overall situation is positive and 

indicative of success of the program. Furthermore, when asked to which extent program 

Centrifuga has helped them achive better visibility of their art group and their work, thay have 

unanimously answered with the highest mark on scale 1-5. 

 

Influence on the community In the narrative reports sent to BCIF independant all art groups 

have stated that their projects with the support of Centrifuga program had an overall positive 

influence on the local community, especially in following points: 

• Increased motivation of the young in local community to express themselves creatively 

• Increased wish of the young to become involved in cultural activism through volunteer 

work 

• Increased number of audience for their cultural actions  

• More interest of local stakeholders in culture for the activities  of these groups 

 

When comparing the reports from 2007 and the initial report from 2008 on number of 

applicants an quality of projects, large discrepancies can be noticed. First of all the numbder of 

applicants has considerably decreased from 143 in 2007 to 62 in 2008. As BCIF report states, 

this  could bedue to eternal factors  such as  elections which have burdened the civil sector and 

the saturation of different political campaigns in the second month of receiving applications. 

However, even though the number of the applicants decreased, the quality of projects received 

is on the higher level since a much smaller number of projects were immediately rejected due 

to irregularities from  last year’s 24% to this years 11%. This fact implies that Centrifuga 2008 

is better specified in terms of aim and target group. 
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As for the perspective of business sector,i.e. Erste bank from an open-ended interview with 

head of communications department  I was able to find out their opinion on this cooperation 

in particular as well as their experience in work with civil sector, and their motives for 

establishing program  Centrifuga. 

 

Unlike some firms that form their sponsorship and donation program ad hoc Erste Bank has a 

well thought strategy of giving in  the community in which it operates in. In Serbia Erste 

Bank’s philantropic activities are arts and culture, education, socio-humanitarian projects, 

thus having in mind their strategy,  program Centrifuga fits into it. The program Centrifuga is 

using culture to tackle some of the problems of the young in provincial towns, because with 

providing the youth associations with grants to create some interesting cultural content, it is 

giving them choice other then taking drugs, or deliquency. The main motivation  comes from 

their desire to help young people and with using culture, it fits into their overall strategy and 

makes it worthwhile. 

Erste Bank plans to continue with program Centrifuga for five years  which makes the 

general impact on the community even stronger. 

When asked whether thay have  other motives which are usual for corporate philantropy such 

as better recognition and visibility  of the brand, the answer was no. Concretely, in program 

Centrifuga the groups were not asked to put the logo of the bank on their promotional 

material. Bank’s only demand was for the groups to open an account in the bank in order to 

try their services. Therefore, program Centrifuga as well as  prior support of Erste Bank to 

various initiatives comes from the desire to position the bank on the market as socially 

responsible business. 

  

When asked about their prior experiences with civil sector one of the main problems that was 

pointed out was civil sector’s lack of professional approach when asking for grants. Namely, 

it usually happens that representatives of some NGO would come to the bank asking for 

support completely unprepared, without looking into bank’s strategy of giving. 

Unfortunately, according to research of SmartKolektiv this is one of the main problems with 

civil sector mentioned among other representatives of private sector. 

 

Taking into consideration various aspects of the program and answers of both parties I have 

reached some conclusions. First of all, there is no doubt that there is a strong need for this 

sort of programs and support, for variety of reasons. Mainly, due to disinterest of local self 
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government in providing support for initiatives of civil sector . Since all of the organisations 

supported by program Centrifuga are inexperienced in project management it is hard for them 

to have credibility because they are on the very start.  Therefore, program Centrifuga has 

been beneficial for independant art groups in many respects.  

First of all,  their group has more visibility and recognition among audience as well as among 

stakeholders in culture, this will result in direct benefit for their future actions both in 

attentition given to them and attendance. 

Second of all, once they have been accepted in a program like this and supported by a 

relevant reperesentative of private sector this automaticaly gives them credibility in terms of 

future support of other businesses. Since reference is a very important factor in business 

world. 

Thirdly, in terms of their capacity building they have achieved a lot, because  apart from 

providing  financial support, program Centrifuga has proved to be a valuable learning 

experience in many respects. Groups have better understood mechanisms of project 

management and organisation of cultural actions. Both positive and negative experiences are 

indispensible learning tool for their future endevours. 

Also, this has largely influenced their skills in networking and forming partnerships with 

other representatives of civil sector. Such partnerships could have various postive outcomes 

on their future work, in terms of material support, skills, and volontary work. Besides, 

looking up to some more experienced representatives of civil sector can be a learning tool in 

itself and encouragement to initiate projects. 

 

In addition to partnerships with civil sector, they are step ahead in understanding and more 

easily forming partnerships with other two sectors public and private, as well as with media. 

However, above mentioned possible benefits for the groups can not be achieved through 

support of the private sector alone, it is largely dependant on willingness of independant art 

groups to advance and to embrace opportunities . 

In conclusion, just a simple program of donations can open up an array of possibilities for 

practically invisible independant art groups in small communities and can be mutually useful. 

If representatives of the private sector got more involved and this interested for this kind of 

corporate giving the possibilities of awakening the cultural life of small cities would be 

infinite. 

This sort of involvement would be especially benenficial for SMEs since it directly aims at 

their target public. 
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Hopefully, with some alterations in legal framework and with the expansion of initiatives like 

this one, the support of private sector to civil sector in small towns  would  have chances to 

become a common practice. 
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VIII Awards as Positive  Instrument for Development of Partnerships- Bizart and 

Virtus Awards 

 

An award is something given to a person or a group of people to recognize excellence in a 

certain field, it may carry a monetary prize given to the recipient or it may be given in the 

shape of trophies, medals etc.44Awards are a stimulating instrument of cultural policy for 

prompting cultural development. In the field of culture largest number of awards concern 

artistic creation in different areas. There is no explicit cultural policy concerning the awards, 

except for the general characterisitics of awards in culture such as prompting  creation 

through distinction of especially valuable artworks and making a contribution to development 

of humane and social values. The awards can have individual (in this case for the 

representatives of private sector) and social (community) function. 

In the essence of the process of awarding is the process of assesing the candidates based on 

some values that are agreed upon in advance. However, in order to establish a balance 

between general values and concrete artwork or, in this case cultural action an appropriate 

intermediary mechanism is necessary.  

This can be achived through: 

• Propositions- determining the type of artwork or activity  and the characteristics that will 

be evaluated i.e. criteria . The criteria represent the values for recognising  the works 

whish embody those values  in an exceptional manner. 

• Jury- group of competent individuals that asses the values of the nominated candidate or 

work. Their competence can come from their expertise (artists and art critics) or from 

their social merit (that promote social interest). 

• Record it is a technical instrument containing information on the process of evaluation by 

the jury. 

The type of verification the awarded candidate can get can be primary- in terms of 

confirmation and appraisal for the work or deed, or secondary which concerns small or large 

material gain. Material gain from the award can be directly received in prize money or 

indirectly through increased sales of artwork in question or better attendance on the cultural 

action etc. 

The culmination of the whole award giving process is, nevertheless, the act of annuncing the 

winner and awarding the prize. It can represent a union of two spheres which are divided – 

                                                
44 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Awards_and_Prizes, accessed in September, 2008 
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that is the sphere of cultural public and the sphere of  general public. It is usually conducted 

in a very celebratory manner with congratulatory speeches, taking place in residential halls  

or on specific date . All of this is adding to the exceptional quality of this event. With this 

event awardees are publicly recognised and celebrated among  both above mentioned 

speheres. However, the role of media in the process of awarding must not be neglected. 

Namely, media represents a trigger of the process of critique and the artwork or action 

become objectivised in the eyes of the intelectual public.45  

Since awards bring prestige and recognition to wide circles- media, stakeholders and 

audience, thay can be very appealing for representatives of private sector. Apart from 

recognition, with gaining the award for their philantropic activities companies are given a 

chance to share their good practices with others also with it gaining the feedback in terms of 

evaluation from professional jury on their activities  However, this instrument of cultural 

policy can prove as a valuable incentive in the case of private-civil partnership, and as such it 

will be closely examined. 

 

The good example of this sort is the award Bizart, initiated by 

Balkankult network and supported by Ministry of Culture of 

Serbia in 2006. This award was established in order to develop 

the instruments of motivated investment in culture and forming 

of strong, lasting and sustainable partnership of business and 

arts and thus to stimulate development of mixed economy, 

creative industries and the capital. Along with the award for 

succesful art and business partnership, there is award for 

succesful cooperation between business and design, outlining 

the positive aspect of good design on overall image of the 

company and promoting it as good communication tool of the 

companies. 

 
 

The propositions for  eligible  parthership for receiving  this award are following: 

• The respect of professional standards in partnerships, regarding the respect of partner’s 

integrity 

                                                
45 Stojkovic, Branimir, Nagrade i kulturno stvaralastvo, u Kultura-Dokumentacija, sveska 4,  Zavod za 
proucavanje kulturnog razvitka,Beograd, 1986. 

Pic.2 The look of the Bizart award
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• Innovativeness of partner’s approach in concept and implemantation of strategy of 

partnership as part of business policy 

• Achieving social responsibility 

 

The Candidates that were not eligible for the award were the ones that consider investment 

into culture as a mere instrument of advertising, and as such alcohol and tobacco companies 

have been excluded from the awards. 

In the area of design criteria were involved around achieving balance between demands of the 

market and corporate social responisibility, since design is somewhere between art and 

communication tool, also paying attention to the contribution  of design  in communicating 

information that are of vital importance for society, all the while respecting top  visual 

standards of this profession. 

The members of the jury for this award could be considered both socially and artistically 

meritorius and they are winners of last year’s award, business sector representative, directors 

of cultural institutions, artists and designers. 

„The Award Bizart motivates this cooperation, which in fact exists for centuries as maecenate 

or donation. Those were the ways that enabled art and culture to surivive, and without that 

relationship we can not do nowadays.“46 

Since this award was established in 2006, there have been two award giving ceremonies 

honoring the awardees. In the first year, the prestigious award was given to the Gallery 

O3one and its network of partners belonging to the private sector.In the the category of best 

collaboration of private sector and design the awardee is television B92 for integrating good 

design into its visual identity.  

In this 2008 year’s edition of Bizart awards, the award for best strategic partnership went to 

the project „Pokreni grad“ (Start Up City), joint initiative of Telenor foundation and 

association Kiosk set up in order to enrich the public spaces of a number of towns throughout 

Serbia by painiting murals.In the category of business and design, the prize was awarded to 

Erste Bank and the creative team led by Aleksandar Macasev for their joint project „Erste 

masina „.  

As for the impact of this award might have for the above mentioned awardees, I would like to 

make some observations. First year’s Bizart award could have been beneficial only to the 

                                                
46 Branislav Dimitrijevic, assistant to the minister of culture for magazine Poslovna zena- 
www.poslovnazena.biz/poslovanje/urucene-bizart-nagrade-za-saradnju-biznisa-i-kulture-1-1195, accessed in 
September, 2008 
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Gallery O3one, primarily because private sector,  in this case network of partners  has not 

been visible. According to the notifications on the award (on the internet) none of the posts 

mention the names of the partners that Gallery O3one has. However, since the award there 

has been  noticeable changes in the work of the gallery, especially in terms of its visibility . 

O3one now has a very powerful advertising campaign  with billboards all over the city and 

throughout the country as well. As for the awardees of the second year, the situation is a bit 

more favourable for both partners, however the project is still in process and should be 

finalised till the end of 2008. 

 

In addition, I would like to examine one other award 

annually given in order to stimulate corporate 

philantropy and partnerships between private and civil 

sector which is not exclusively focused on culture, but 

has recognised cultural initiatives before. Namely the 

award in question is Virtus, an award for corporate 

philantopy established by BCIF and SmartKolektiv. The 

effects of corporate philantropy are hard to measure, but 

the propositions od this award are : effects that are 

visible  on the community the company operates in, 

throught the extent to which business goals of the 

company match certain philantropic cause and the 

willingness of a company to form a lasting partnership 

with a certain representative of civil sector.  

 

Main motive for Virtus is to publicly recognize socially responsible businesses that with their 

material support give an example to others and also giving a chance to representatives of civil 

sector to publicly express their gratitude to supporters of their actions . The nominations for 

this award can be provided by any interested individual, organisation or a company.  

This award has existed for two years now and even though  the second year of the award is in 

phase of nominations now, an increase in number of applicants is already visible .There is 

several categories in which this award is given, for recognising business contribution on 

national level, on local level, the award for long term partnership, for media contribution to 

CSR and an award for innovative approach. Important feature of the award is the category 

Pic.3 The logo of the Virtus award
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reserved for corporate social reponsibility of small and medium businesses, which are often 

neglected as possible donors and usually disinterested in engaging in this kind of activity. 

However, according to the  representatives of Alphaplast, winner of last year’s Virtus award, 

there has been a noticeable increase in civil organisations proprosing projects for cooperation 

with them. In the field of culture,  an award for  most innovative project was given to Erste  

Bank for their support to project Avantura Cooltura, an interactive guide on cultural 

institutions in Belgrade.47 

In conclusion, as seen awards are powerful tool of stimulating private sector support to 

culture, but only recently recognised in Serbia. Of course there is still a long way to achieve 

an appropriate number of partnerships between civil and private sector, but it is important 

that steps in the right direction have been made.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
47 RBI Newsletter- Specijalno izdanje,  VIRTUS Nagrada za korporativnu izuzetnost, SmartKolektiv, Beograd, 
2007 
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IX Policy Recommendations for Stimulation of Private- civil Partnerships  

 

9.1 Legal Framework and Possible Alterations  

 

As previously  mentioned, one of the main problems that hinders the further development of 

partnerships between private and civil sector is lack of appropriate legal framework in terms 

of tax laws. Namely, there is an existing Law on donations and humanitarian help which is  

exclusively applicable on rights of those receiving the donation. However, there is no law 

regulating tax incentives for philantropic or sponsoring activities of representatives of private 

sector. 

According to the opiniton of many stake holders in culture this policy is very needed in order 

to stimulate giving. 

As for the existing legal provisions in terms of giving to culture there is the  Law on the 

Profits of Legal Entities (RS OG No. 25/2001 amended 80/2002, 43/2003 and 84/2004) 

which entitles them to deduct 1.5% of their income in one fiscal year for donations made to 

culture. 

 

However there are certain restrictions in terms of the entities entitled to tax deductions. “In 

addition, the character of cultural donations and types of organizations that may receive tax-

benefit contributions were regulated by direction. The donations can be made for: production, 

prevention and research of cultural values and heritage; improvement of conditions for the 

development of cultural activities; international cultural cooperation; education and research 

in the field of culture and stimulation of creative work. The types of organizations that may 

receive tax-benefit contribution are in the field of: heritage, museums and galleries; artistic, 

literary and other creative work; film industry and video production; archive, library, 

botanical and zoological gardens and the publishing of books, publications and booklets.”48 

Therefore, existing tax laws regarding culture are not only very weak stimulants, but they are 

also bound by strict regulations. Another clause of the tax law which is highly detrimental for 

the entities receiving donation is 5% gift tax, which is obligatory regardless of the 

circumstances, it is valid even in case of in kind donations. 

                                                
48 www.culturalpolicies.net/web/serbia.php?aid=515, accessed in September, 2008 
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Proper fiscal incentives provide a positive environment for businesses to invest, thus getting 

some sort of endorsement from the government .Well drafted incentives can be beneficial in 

both corporate giving and sponsorship.  

 

There are other measures except direct tax deductions which government can undertake in 

order to provide an incentive for business to invest, and it can be seen in some examples of 

good practice in European countries. “For example, French law passed in 1991, the Loi des 

Foundation d’Enterprise makes it easy for French companies to set up their own foundations 

and has had a positive influence on sponsorship climate. In the United Kingdom there is 

Business Sponsorship Incentive Scheme (BSIS) run by Association for Business Sponsorship 

of the Arts (ABSA) matching new and increased sponsorship with government money. It is 

especially targeted to first- time sponsors, whether large or small and has catalytic effect on 

arts sponsorship in that country.“49 

 

According to the draft of the new Law on Culture which is still pending the decision of the 

Parliament of Serbia, there is several clauses which imply the prosperity of support of private 

support.  According to the act 4 On General Interests in Culture the encouragement of 

donations, maecenate, and sponsorship is listed as one of the priorities. Furthermore,  in Act 5 

which revises Implementation of General Interests in Culture, one of the ways mentioned is 

stimulation with positive tax and customs policy. Also in the Program of Cultural 

Development one of the points listed is cross sector cooperation and along with it measures 

and instruments for stimulative tax policy in culture, programs of bilateral and multilateral 

cooperation and stimulation of entrepreneurship in culture 50 

 

Consequently, this policy measure has already been foreseen by the Ministry of Culture, but 

has not yet come through. Fiscal incentives are much needed measure since existing laws are 

in some respects even discouraging for private investment. Even though, introduction of 

positive fiscal incentives does not per se motivate representatives of businesses to invest, it 

does both through practice and opinion pools prove as a valuable stimulant for this 

occurrence. 

 

                                                
49 Vanhaeverbeke, Ann, Business support for the Arts in Europe and CEREC in Martorella, Rosanne, Art and 
Business: An International Perspective on Sponsorship, Greenwood Publishing Group, 1996, p. 85 
50 Draft of the Law on culture 
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9.2 Educative Measures: Raising Awareness and Capacity Building  

 

According to the already mentioned research of SmartKolektiv form 2005 on corporate social 

responsibility there is some general vague idea on among citizens in Serbia, however there is  

lack of  information on concrete state of CSR and existing  initiatives within the concept. 

With better awareness of citizens, representatives of all three sectors and the media there 

would be increased interest which would, consequently reflect positively on wider 

community and public engagement 

 

In the respect of tackling this problem policy making bodies could engage in following 

initiatives: 

Informative campaigns There is an evident need to organize some form of informative 

campaigns on both national and local level, thus raising awareness on the various issues on 

importance of development of private-civil partnerships for the benefit of culture. This can be 

done through introducing the very notion of philanthropy and sponsorship and its 

implications, the history of giving in Serbia, the positive effect it might have on cultural 

development and implicitly on sustainable development in general and presenting examples 

of good practice. Through this campaigns both the public as ultimate beneficiary of effects of 

developed private-civil partnership will be more attentive for future initiatives. 

 

Culture of philanthropy through system of education It is well known that best way in 

raising awareness on certain issues is through educative system, mainly because it teaches the 

young generation certain aspects at very early age.  The tradition and importance of giving 

can be incorporated into school subjects such as History and Civic upbringing, thus 

encouraging reflection and critical thinking of the young on these matters. Furthermore, this 

develops the awareness on some social problems and the ways of solving them, as well as 

developing the civic responsibility at early age. Through educational system these practices 

can become known on both national and local level and can bring changes accordingly. Even 

though this measure does not give immediate results, it can be very useful long term strategy 

of promotion of this concept. 

Above mentioned suggestions focus on educating wider public on the concept of private-civil 

partnerships and CSR. However, there is also an issue of educating the representatives of 

these two sectors on mechanisms of cooperation, especially the civil sector since the lack of  
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professionalism and skills is mentioned as one of the most common obstacles to the 

cooperation. The best way to go about this issue is through educative seminars and 

conferences.  There have been some attempts in this direction, like seminar and a regional 

conference organized by Citizen’s initiatives. However, these attempts have been centralized 

in their content, aiming at mostly Belgrade situated participants. 

 

The problem occurs on the local level i.e. provincial towns. When local independent art 

groups and small associations who are fighting to bring change in their respective local 

communities are in question, there have been little initiatives. This problem also goes for 

small and medium sized enterprises, whose lack of interest can among the other reasons, be 

due to lack of information on the subject. These sorts of initiatives have so far mostly been 

conducted by civil sector, and it is vital for public sector to become involved in these 

initiatives because it is a matter of common interest. 

These seminars would be tools for raising awareness as well as capacity building, and 

perhaps organization of joint seminar including both civil sector representatives and private 

sector representatives would be the best way to learn about partnerships, discuss them and 

perhaps form the basis of some new partnerships.  

The independent art groups and associations can be trained on appropriate approaches to 

businesses for support, ways to collect means in their own community, ways to mobilize the 

community, especially the young since they are target audience, examples of good practice 

and also mechanisms of stable and sustainable partnerships. 

In addition, in order to achieve suitable capacity building proper access and diffusion of 

information is a prerogative. Some general information exists, but they are not interlinked 

and not specifically addressing problems in culture. 

 

9.3 Strengthening of Communication and Linkage  

 

This measure can help to settle conflicts of interest and contribute to maintaining effective 

management and operational structures within partnerships. 

For the appropriate and fruitful communication between private and civil sector it is 

necessary to: 

• Facilitate debates between partners- for instance forum is an excellent communication 

tool 

• Stimulate exchange of experience and mutual learning  
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• Exchange of good and bad practice examples  

 

Even though private-civil partnership is a strategy of linking in itself, by linkage in this case I 

mean establishing partnerships within the sector one belongs to. This is best achieved through 

networking, and the scope of networking can be done on both local and national level. 

This is especially relevant for civil sector organizations especially small ones like 

independent art groups because through fostering communications with organizations of 

similar profile, they can have benefits: 

Peer to peer learning which is very affective tool of knowledge-sharing and is easily 

achieved among parties who share mutual pressures and concerns. In this way of exchange of 

information, for instance representatives of small art groups can have direct tips from people 

who had hands-on experience with private sector. Non-governmental organizations need to 

foster cooperation and communication among themselves to reinforce their effectiveness as 

actors in the implementation of sustainable development in culture. 

 

Developing synergies between different initiatives Joint initiatives of representatives of 

civil sector carry more weight when it comes to attracting partners, especially if one of the 

partners is more experienced. 
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X  Conclusion and Key Findings  

 

Local partnerships of private and civil sector, whether they are project-based or sustainable, 

constitute an integral part of local cultural development. The term partnership is somewhat 

blurred in the context which it represents, whether it is contractual partnership in the form of  

sponsorship or partnership as a part of corporate philanthropy, it is  a relationship that creates 

an overall “win- win” situation for both sides as well as for the community. It is an equal 

division of roles and responsibilities between private and civil sector according to their 

resources and overall roles they play in the society.  

 

Since the concern here is involved around the work of independent art groups and the 

contribution that private sector can give to them, the issue has been discussed in top- down 

design since there is insufficient information and researches on this particular subject.  This 

thesis is an attempt to contextualize the issue of private and civil sector partnership through 

some general characteristics of both sectors as well as through existing types of cooperation, 

in which private sector is the provider of means and civil sector is agent of change. However 

in terms of cultural policy both sectors are responsible for cultural development and in this 

respect they are both agents of change whether indirectly through providing resources or 

directly through developing programs and projects. 

The types of partnerships discussed are : 

Sponsorship and its mechanisms, with the special attention to underlining distinction 

between sponsorship and corporate philanthropy, emphasizing the contractual aspect of 

sponsorship as an exchange of services. 

On the other hand, corporate philanthropy, a recently revived form of support in Serbia, is 

discussed in more detail since it has more altruistic approach to private- civil partnership and 

is a part of wider agenda of corporate social responsibility.  

The policy makers are accountable for providing positive environment for development of 

these means of support which would lead to better diversification of resources and 

consequently to better sustainability of independent art groups. 

 

As means of data analysis I chose a case study of donation program set up by Erste Bank and 

Balkan Community Initiatives Fund being an example of good practice that embodies all the 

points of this work. It is program developed for the non-profit organizations that are 
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established by the young and develop programs for the young in small provincial towns of 

Serbia which are destitute in cultural offer.  

Some of the key findings of the research done on the basis of the questionnaire and interview 

with Erste Bank as the private sector and independent art groups and associations on their 

motives, attitudes and overall experiences with other sectors, could be characterized as 

working towards a hypothesis that private sector can contribute to the development of 

independent art groups on the local level. Thus, bearing in mind the fact that there are certain 

limitations to this hypothesis and those mostly concern willingness of civil sector to embrace 

the opportunity given to them, because their capacity building and sustainability can not be 

immediately achieved.  

Nevertheless, it is the process of joint efforts of multiple actors and can only be reached 

through systematic learning and developing partnerships. 

In the light of the above mentioned findings I would like to slightly rephrase a hypothesis: 

Private sector can be an important contributor in initiating development of independent 

art groups on local level.  

 

However, taking into consideration the fact that most of the art groups included in the case 

study Centrifuga have been self-sustainable before the program, the slightest push in the right 

direction can bring infinite possibilities. 

Furthermore, a short inside into existing awards to stimulate corporate philanthropy and 

partnerships between business and arts is provided, because it is also an example of honoring 

joint initiatives of non-profit and private sector towards cultural development and also a 

stimulating tool for further initiatives of this nature. 

In terms of policy recommendations I have suggested the adjustment of legal framework 

concerning fiscal incentives for development of sponsorship and corporate philanthropy. The 

alterations of tax laws in this respect have already been foreseen by the draft on the new Law 

on Culture which is pending the ratification by the Parliament. 

 Educative policy in terms of raising general awareness on the subject of importance of 

partnerships between private and civil sector can also prove as valuable policy measure both 

long and short term depending on the choice of educative tools .In addition to educative 

policy, there is recommendation for establishing learning tools for civil sector and some 

representatives of private sector (such as small and medium sized enterprises) in order to 

introduce them with appropriate measures for obtaining sustainable partnerships. 
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Furthermore, it is common sense knowledge that appropriate communication between actors 

can be beneficial for the development of partnership. Having this in mind, strengthening of 

communication and encouraging linkage strategies such as networking can be observed as 

prerogative of policy making. 

In conclusion, this paper is an attempt to provide an insight into some mechanisms of 

development of partnerships and to promote it on a micro level, the level of local 

communities in small towns of Serbia where this cooperation is either non existent or 

inconsistent and as  such feeble. Taking into consideration this subject of cultural policy can 

bring numerous benefits to the community, especially to the young who represent a future of 

this country and should not be left to wither in their towns or move in search of better 

opportunities. 
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